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SUMMARY 
A method is presented for computing the wall coordinates of a hypersonic 
nozzle with real-gas1 effects. Results of calculations at a Mach number of 17 
for stagnation temperatures and pressures up to 5,0000 Rand 1,000 atmospheres 
are presented. A procedure for calculating both the inviscid contour and· 
boundary-layer displacement thickness is presented along with a complete com-
puter program written in FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) language. Calculations 
are presented for a Mach number 17 nozzle for nitrogen at various stagnation con-
ditions to indicate the difference between the use of real-gas properties and the 
ideal gas with constant heat-capacity ratio. The effect of stagnation conditions 
on both the inviscid flow field and the growth of the displacement thickness has 
been investigated. Wher.eas the present results were obtained for nitrogen, the 
method of calculation presented herein could be applied to other gases with only 
slight modification. 
INTRODUCTION 
The calculation of the inviscid contour of a hypersonic nozzle for a real 
gas involves an application of the method of characteristics in which the real-
gas variation of the thermodynamic properties of the gas are considered. The 
physical-wall contour of the nozzle is then determined by adding the calculated 
displacement thickness to the inviscid contour. 
In reference I a procedure is presented for calculating only the inviscid 
contour of axisymmetric nozzles with reacting gases by application of the methqd 
of characteristics incorporating a variable isentropic exponent, whereas, in the 
present work the available thermodynamic data for an isentropic expansion are 
used directly in the computation scheme. The method for calculating the contour 
of axisymmetric nozzles for high-temperature air presented in reference 2 is 
similar to that presented herein but was developed independently. The differences 
between the present work and that of reference 2 include the manner in which the 
IThe term "real gas" as used herein relates to the effects associated with 
high densities and also the variation of heat capacity with temperature. 
real-gas thermodynamic properties are employed and the detailed calculation pro-
cedures for the boundary-layer determination. 
A comparison between the calculated inviscid coordinates of a hypersonic 
nozzle based on the real-gas thermodynamic properties of air at moderately high 
stagnation temperature and pressure and the coordinates based on ideal-gas rela-
tions with constant heat capacity indicates that real-gas effects strongly affect 
the calculated nozzle contour. (See ref. 3.) 
The procedure for calculating the wall contour of a hypersonic nozzle pre-
sented in this report was used to design the nozzle of a Mach number 17 hyper-
sonic facility which is presently being constructed for the Langley Research 
Center. This facility is to operate with nitrogen at stagnation temperatures 
up to 4)0000 F and stagnation pressures up to 1)000 atmospheres for running 
times on the order of minutes and has a test-section diameter of approximately 
17 inches. 
It is the main objective of this report to present a method for calculating 
the physical-wall coordinates of a hypersonic nozzle which operates under condi -
tions where real-gas effects are significant. In addition to the method of cal-
culation) a comparison is given between the contours determined by inclusion of 
real- gas effects and of ideal-gas considerations with constant heat capacities 
for various stagnation conditions. The effect of wall temperature) size of inte-
gration step) and other calculational restraints are also discussed. 
The method of calculation will be presented in enough detail to permit the 
direct use of this approach for determining the physical-wall contour of a hyper-
sonic nozzle for a wide range of conditions. The modifications to this method 
which would be required for dealing with gases other than nitrogen and for con-
siderably different conditions are also listed. 
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SYMBOIB 
velocity of sound 
points in axisymmetric flow field as indicated in sketch (a); used as 
subscripts to indicate conditions at these points 
skin-friction coefficient 
throat diameter 
total enthalpy 
static enthalpy 
Mach number 
exponent in velocity-profile relation 
-- ---~ 
NRe local Reynolds number based on momentum thickness 8 
p pressure 
Q enthalpy correction term 
R gas constant for nitrogen 
r distance from source point in radial flow field 
rcr distance from source point to sonic sphere in radial flow 
r' radial distance from nozzle axis 
s distance along Mach line measured in meridian plane from nozzle axis 
T temperature 
Tb base temperature} 491.6880 R 
Tr gas temperature at nozzle throat (see eQ. (B16)) 
u velocity 
u l limiting velocity 
u' 
~ 
velocity in x direction 
w limiting velicity ratio) W 
x distance along nozzle axis with x = 0 at nozzle throat 
x distance from source point of radial flow parallel to nozzle axis 
x distance measured parallel to nozzle wall with x = 0 at nozzle throat 
y distance perpendicular to nozzle axis 
distance measured perpendicular to nozzle wall with y = 0 at nozzle 
wall 
d* 
2 nozzle throat height} 
ratio of specific heats 
boundary-layer thickness 
3 
L__ 
0* boundary-layer displacement thickness~ defined by e~uation (B2) 
e characteristic temperature of molecular vibration for nitrogen~ 
6~OO5.9° R 
9 momentum thickness 
9f flow angle 
integrated values of flow angle~ 8I f 9 f I , d8f , as given in o 
e~uation (A6) 
9* initial value of 9 at nozzle throat 
~ Mach angle 
p density 
W stream function 
W nondimensional stream function, see equation (A9) 
m viscosity-temperature exponent 
Subscripts: 
aw adiabatic-wall condition 
L edge of laminar sublayer 
t stagnation conditions 
w wall condition 
1 inviscid free-stream conditions 
Superscript: 
o condition of low pressure 
METHOD OF CALCULATION 
The calculation of a real-gas nozzle contour is based on a characteristic 
solution for determining the inviscid flow field and then adding a correction of 
boundary-layer displacement thickness to the inviscid nozzle contour. In the 
method presented herein, the actual thermodynamic properties of the expanding gas 
4 
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are used to determine the inviscid flow- field boundary. A detailed procedure 
for calculating the inviscid portion· of a hypersonic nozzle is presented in 
appendix A. 
After the inviscid contour has been determined by the procedure of appen-
dix A, a displacement thickness based on real- gas properties is calculated from 
the edge of the inviscid contour to a physical wall. This calculation is based 
on a turbulent boundary-lay~r analysis in which the real-gas flow properties are 
used in a stepwise integration of the axisymmetric f orm of the momentum equation. 
(See pp. 393 to 395 of ref . 4.) The heat transfer to the nozzle wall is accounted 
for in the skin-friction law, and the skin- friction coefficient is obtained by a 
method presented by Persh . (See ref. 5.) The quantities 5*/5 and 8/5 are 
determined by numerical integration with the use of a real-gas variation of den-
sity through the boundary layer . The value of 8 at each point along the nozzle 
is obtained from the momentum equation by using an iteration scheme, wherein the 
first approximation to the radial distance is taken to be the sum of the inviscid 
radial coordinate, at the point of calculation, and the value of 5*, determined 
from the previous point of calculation . Successive iterations are made to deter-
mine 5* within a set accuracy. A detailed description of the method of calcu-
lating the displacement thickness is presented in appendix B. 
It is the aim of appendices A and B to present the methods of calculation in 
enough detail to permit one to calculate the coordinates of a hypersonic nozzle 
directly for the case of a real gas. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Inviscid Results 
Attention is focused in this section on a number of calculated results which 
indicate how the various conditions and parameters affect the inviscid nozzle 
contour. First, a comparison was made between the calculated inviscid contour of 
a Mach number 17 nozzle based on real - gas properties for nitrogen and the contour 
based on the ideal-gas properties with a constant heat-capacity ratio of 7/5 for 
the same stagnation conditions. For this comparison, the stagnation pressure was 
taken as 1,000 atmospheres and the stagnation temperature was 4,2000 R. The flow 
properties for the ideal-gas case were taken from reference 6, and for the real-
gas case the thermodynamic data of references 7 and 8 were used . This comparison 
is shown in figure 1, where the throat height for both cases is equal to 
0.05 inch. It is noted that the height of the inviscid nozzle exit for the real-
gas calculation is approximately 9 percent larger than the exit height based on 
the ideal- gas calculation . On the other hand, the contour height in the throat 
region is smaller for the real-gas case than for the corresponding ideal-gas case. 
This comparison indicates that the invi scid contours for the two cases at the 
same conditions and Mach number are significantly different, and it appears to be 
important to include the real-gas effects in hypersonic-nozzle calculations for 
stagnation conditions in this range. 
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Two additional inviscid calculations were carried out in order to examine the 
effect of the choice of stagnation conditions on the inviscid contour of a Mach 
number 17 nozzle based on real-gas considerations. (It should be noted that the 
inviscid contour, based on an ideal gas with constant heat capacities, is inde-
pendent of the stagnation conditions.) The effect of stagnation temperature was 
examined first. Figure 2 shows the inviscid contours for stagnation temperatures 
of 4,2000 Rand 5,0000 R, both for a stagnation pressure of 1,000 atmospheres. 
It is seen that the higher Etagnation temperature gives a larger height at the 
nozzle exit and a decrease in the nozzle contour in the throat region. The effect 
of stagnation pressure was studied from a comparison of contours calculated for 
stagnation pressures of 340 atmospheres and 1,000 atmospheres, both at a stagna-
tion temperature of 4,2000 R. It is noted from figure 3 that the higher pressure 
results in a smaller inviscid exit height and a somewhat larger contour height in 
the throat region. 
Boundary-Layer Results 
In addition to the degree to which a nozzle contour is dependent on the real-
gas effects in the inviscid region , the boundary- layer displacement thickness can 
also be influenced by real-gas effects within the boundary layer itself. The 
calculated boundary-layer displacement thickness will, therefore, be influenced 
by (1) the real-gas flow properties and their gradients al ong the edge of the 
inviscid flow field as determined from the inviscid calculations, and ( 2) the 
real-gas properties within the boundary layer. 
The degree to which these two effects influence the growth of the displace-
ment thickness for a Mach number 17 nozzle with stagnation conditions of 
1,000 atmospheres and 4,2000 R with a throat diameter of 0.10 inch was examined 
by comparison of the growth of 5* for three cases: (1) the inviscid flow field 
is calculated with the use of real- gas properties and the calculations within the 
boundary layer include the real-gas properties; (2) the inviscid flow field is 
again calculated with the use of real-gas properties, but the calculations within 
the boundary layer are based on an ideal gas with a constant heat-capacity ratio 
of 7/5; and (3) both the inviscid flow and the boundary layer are based on an 
ideal gas with a constant heat - capacity ratio of 7/5. This comparison is pre-
sented in figure 4. It is noted from this figure that the largest difference is 
between the purely real-gas calculation and the purely ideal-gas result. At an 
axial distance from the throat of 90 inches, the value of 5* for the purely 
real-gas case is approximately 13 percent larger than for the purely ideal-gas 
case. On the other hand, figure 4 shows that the value of 5* at the same loca-
tion for a real-gas boundary layer is only about 4 percent larger than that calcu-
lated for the ideal-gas boundary layer with a heat-capacity ratio of 7/5, when 
both results are based on the same real-gas inviscid flow field. Based on these 
limited calculations, it appears that the real- gas effects in the inviscid flow 
field have a stronger influence on the determination of the displacement thickness 
than the real-gas effects within the boundary layer itself. 
An attempt was made to see why the displacement thickness is only slightly 
different for the calculation based on real-gas properties within the boundary 
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layer compared with the case for which ideal-gas properties with constant heat -
capacity ratio were u sed within the boundary layer . The ~uantity 
7 T + 
2 
which represents the ratio of the local static enthalpy, excluding the vibrational. 
component , to the enthalpy including the vibrational mode was calculated across 
the boundary layer at several positions along the nozzle . The expr ession for the 
enthalpy, including the vibrational mode, is presented in reference 9. This 
~uantity is unity when the vibrational component of enthalpy is zer o and decreases 
continuously from unity as the vibrational component becomes more significant . 
10 
Figure 5 shows this ~uantity plotted as a function of the nondimensional 
distance through t he boundary layer y/o at longitudinal distances from t he 
nozzle throat of approximately 0.1) 1.0) and 100 inches. These calculations are 
based on a Mach number 17 nozzle with stagnation conditions of 1)000 atmospheres 
and stagnation temperature of 4)2000 R and with a wall temperature of 6500 R. It 
can be seen from figure 5 that the vibrational component of the l ocal static 
enthalpy is always less than 10 percent of the t otal l ocal static enthal py 
1 T + ( /8 ) at any position within the boundary layer) even very nea r t he 
2 e8 T _ 1 
nozzle throat. At a distance of 1 inch downstream from the throat) the enthalpy 
in the vibrational mode is less than 4 percent of the l ocal static enthalpy and 
further downstream becomes even less significant. Because there is only a small 
percentage of the local static enthalpy at each point within the boundary layer 
in the vibrational mode) the small effect noted between the real-gas and ideal-
gas boundary-layer results should be expected. The effect of pressure on the 
local static enthalpy within the boundary layer for the conditions of this example 
were found t o be very small so that essentially all of the real-gas effects 
within the boundary layer are due to the vibrational component of enthalpy. 
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In figure 6) a comparison of the calculated di splacement thickne ss s imilar 
to that pr esented i n figure 4 is given) the only difference being that the stag-
nation temperature for the results shown in figure 6 is 5)0000 R. The comparison 
shown in figure 6 for 5,0000 R is ~ualitatively the same as that shown in figure 4 
for 4 , 2000 R. The comparison presented in figure 6 indicates, however) that the 
higher stagnat ion temperature results in a greater difference between the dis -
placement thickness ba sed on real- gas properties in the boundary layer as com-
pared to those based on ideal- gas properties . This greater difference is believed 
to be due to the larger percentage of the local static enthalpy in the vibrational 
mode withi n the boundary layer at bigher temperatures . 
I n order to obtain an indi cation of the effect of stagnation conditions on 
the growth of the displacement thickness in a Mach number 17 nozzle, two sets of 
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calculations were made. In the first set, the stagnation pre ssure was chosen to 
be l,OOO atmospheres, and the stagnation temperature was set equal t o 4, 2000 R 
and 5,0000 R. For the second set of calculations, the stagnation temperature was 
chosen to be 4,2000 R and the stagnation pressure was set equal to 340 atmosphere s 
and l,OOO atmospheres. The results of these two sets of calculations are pre-
sented in figures 7 and 8. It can be seen that an increase in stagnation temper-
ature or a decrease in stagnation pressure results in a larger di splacement thick-
ness at each position along, the nozzle . It should be r emembered that the se calcu-
lations of 5* are also influenced by the changes in the inviscid flow f ield due 
to changes in stagnation conditions . 
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Because the physical-wall contour is the ultimate ob j ective in the calcula-
tion of a nozzle) figure 9 was prepared to show the diffe rence between the 
physical-wall contours based on real-gas properties and on properties based on 
ideal gas with constant heat-capacity ratio of 7/5. This comparison is for a 
Mach number 17 nozzle with stagnation conditions of 1)000 atmospheres and 
4 )2000 R. It can be seen that the contour based on the ideal gas with constan~ 
heat-capacity ratio is significantly different f r om that based on the real-gas 
properties. 
The calculated values of 5* along the nozzle are based on a method that 
requires a number of assumptions which lead t o limited certainty a s t o the correct 
local displacement thickness. Inasmuch as the physical contour is directly 
dependent on the calculated values of 5*) this same absolute uncertainty exists 
at each location along the physical contour . It should be noted) however) that 
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the absolute values of 
physical contour in the 
inviscid calculations . 
a significant fraction 
0* are rather small in the throat region so that the 
throat region is essentia lly determined only by the 
Further downstream} however } the boundary layer becomes 
of the physical contour. 
Effect of nozzle wall temperature .- The results of calculations pre sented up 
to this point are based on a constant wall temperature of 6500 R. The effect of 
wall temperature on the calculated values of 0* was examined by compari son of 
results b a sed on constant wall temperatures of 6500 Rand 1}5000 R f or a Mach 
number 17 nozzle with stagnation conditions of 1}000 atmospheres and 4} 2000 R. 
This comparison is presented in figure 10 . I t can be seen that an increase in 
wall temperature from 6500 R to 1}5000 R cau ses only a slight decrease in the 
di splacement thickness along t he nozzle . At the nozzle exit the difference is 
less t han 1 . 0 percent} whereas} in t he t hroat regi on the displacement thickness 
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for the wall temperature of 6500 R was less than 0 . 0002 inch smaller than t he 
case f or 1)5000 R. Based on this calculation) the wall temperature doe s not 
affect the displacement thickness to a large extent. 
The results show that the displacement thickne ss was only slightly affect ed 
by a change in wall temperature from 6500 R t o 1) 5000 R; t he boundary-layer pro-
files of mass flow per unit area pu ' !Plul and p / Pl f or these two temperatures 
at 0 . 1) 1 . 0) and 100 inches from the throat were calculated as well a s values of 
0* /0) 8/0) and 8 at the same nozzle positions. The profiles are presented 
in figures 11) 12) and 13) and the corresponding values of 0*/0) 8/0) and 8 
are shown in table I. It is noted from these three figures that profile s fo r 
both wall temperatures change appreciably along the nozzle but are ~ualitatively 
the same for both wall temperatures at a given nozzle position . The tabulated 
results of table I show that 0*/8 increases with wall temperature) but there 
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TABLE I 
BOUNDARY-LAYER PARAMETERS FOR A MACH NUMBER 17 NOZZLE AT 
Pt,l = 1,000 ATMOSPHERES AND Tt,l = 4,2000 R 
x, in. Tw, 5* 5L 5* 8, (approx. ) oR -5 5 8 in. 
0.1 650 0 . 065 0 .103 0 . 63 0.00095 
1,500 .085 .099 . 86 . 00090 
l.0 650 0.24 0.079 3·00 0.0020 
1,500 .28 . 074 3.74 .0016 
100 650 0 . 81 0 . 012 66.80 0.044 
1,500 .83 . 011 79·00 . 036 
is also a simultaneous decrease in 8 which is assumed to be caused by a corre-
sponding change in the value of Cff2 determined from the skin- friction relation. 
The two effects tend to make 5* insensitive to wall temperature . 
The results of the work presented in reference 2 indicate that the choice of 
the skin-friction relation which is used in the boundary-layer calculation has an 
effect on the resulting values of 5*. It is shown in reference 2 that a change 
in wall temperature from 5830 R to 1,5000 R resulted in an increase in 5* when 
one skin-friction relation was used, Whereas another skin-friction relation indi-
cated a decrease in 5* for the same temperature change. 
The skin-friction law of Persh (ref. 5) was selected for this present work 
based on satisfactory calibration results presented in reference 10. The nozzles 
tested in reference 10 showed good agreement with the designed performance based 
on persh's skin-friction relation for the calculation of the displacement 
thickness. 
In order that the nozzle wall temperature be more realistic in the actual 
nozzle operating conditions, a variable wall temperature was assumed along the 
nozzle with a hot wall in the throat region and a cooler wall downstream. The 
three wall-temperature variations which were used are plotted in figure 14 and 
are labeled (a), (b), and (c). Each of these temperature distributions begins 
at the nozzle throat with a temperature of 2,8200 R and decreases continuously 
according to the e~uation indicated on the figure to asymptotic values for 
curves (a), (b), and (c) of 2,3500 R, 1,5000 R, and 6500 R, respectively, further 
downstream . These wall-temperature variations are discussed in more detail in 
appendix B. The effect which these three wall-temperature variations have on the 
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calculated displacement thickness along a nozzle is shown in figure 15. It is 
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d* = 0 .10 inch . ( See fig . 14 for wall temperatures .) 
noted that the displacement thickness is only slightly influenced by the wall 
temperature. The reason for realizing only a small effect is believed to be due 
to the opposing changes in 5*/8 and 8 with a change in wall temperature as 
discussed before. 
Effect of pressure on enthalpy.- As mentioned before, the real-gas effects 
considered in this work include the deviations from ideal-gas behavior due to 
excitation of the vibrational energy modes and to the high-density or high-
pressure effects. Both of these effects are accounted for in the calculation of 
the inviscid flow field by use of the real-gas properties of nitrogen. In the 
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boundary-layer calculations, however, the vibrational effect on enthalpy is 
accounted for by an analytical expression with a function only of temperature. 
This analytical expression is then multiplied by a correction term which is the 
ratio of the actual enthalpy, including pressure effects, divided by the enthalpy 
based on the temperature alone. This pressure-correction term for the enthalpy 
is denoted as Q and is of the order of unity. The application of this correc-
tion term is discussed in appendix B. The influence which the real-gas effects 
due to high pressure alone have on the calculation of 5* is shown in figure 16 
for a particular nozzle in the region near the throat. It can be seen that the 
difference between the result when using Q equal to unity (that is, no real-gas 
pressure effect considered) and the result when Q was taken into account, is at 
most a few percent for the conditions of this calculation. For higher stagnation 
pressures at the same temperature or for lower stagnation temperatures at the same 
pressure, that is, higher densities, the influence of using the actual values 
of Q would be greater. 
Computer Program 
The calculated results were obtained by use of an IBM 7090 electronic data 
processing system at the Langley Research Center. A listing of the detailed pro-
gram statements in FORTRAN language (ref. 11) are presented in appendix C' with 
appropriate comments for the benefit of agencies having access to digital com-
puting machines. This program was set up and used to calculate hypersonic nozzle 
contours with nitrogen for stagnation temperatures up to 5,0000 R and stagnation 
pressures up to 1,000 atmospheres. It should be pointed out that the method for 
calculating the inviscid flow field is general and can also be applied directly 
to other gases for stagnation conditions such that . equilibrium dissociation 
effects must be considered. This method can, of course, also be applied to the 
calculation of the inviscid region of a hypersonic nozzle using helium at high 
stagnation pressures, for which case real-gas effects due to high density can be 
quite significant. The inputs to this present program for such cases would be 
the same as used in this work for the inviscid region, namely, the real-gas rela-
tion between the Mach number and limiting-velocity ratio and the relation between 
the ratio of free-stream to stagnation density, and the limiting-velocity ratio 
for an isentropic expansion from a given stagnation condition. 
That part of the program which is concerned with the calculation of the 
boundary-layer displacement thickness, however, would in general require some 
modifications for other gases and much different stagnation conditions considered 
herein. A relation between the local static enthalpy within the boundary layer 
and the local pressure and temperature would be required which would replace equa-
tions (B9) of appendix B. Accordingly, this would change the form of equa-
tion (B12). The skin-friction law given by equations (B13), (B14), and (B15) , 
could also be replaced by another law, if desired, or modified for a particular 
case. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A method for calculating a hypersonic-nozzle contour for a real gas has 
been developed and incorporated into a computer program which facilitates the 
rapid calculation of the inviscid flow field and the wall-boundary-layer displace-
ment thickness. The procedure for calculating both the inviscid region and the 
displacement thickness is presented in enough detail to permit the direct appli-
cation of this method. A working FORTRAN program for use on an IBM 7090 elec-
tronic data processing system is also presented. 
The inviscid contour and the corresponding displacement thickness have been 
calculated for a number of conditions for nitrogen with stagnation temperatures 
up to 5,0000 R and stagnation pressures up to 1,000 atmospheres for a Mach number 
of 17. The real-gas effects considered in these calculations are those that are 
associated with high-density gases and the variation of heat capacity with tem-
perature due to vibrational excitation. This method of calculation presented 
herein may be applied to a number of systems with some modifications. Rather 
simple modifications are required for the consideration of equilibrium d~ssociated 
flow. 
Based on a number of calculations and the use of the present method, the 
following conclusions are indicated: 
1. A comparison between a calculated inviscid contour of a Mach number 17 
nozzle based on real-gas properties for nitrogen and on ideal-gas relations with 
a constant heat-capacity ratio of 7/5 for stagnation conditions of 1,000 atmos-
pheres and 4,2000 R shows that the inviscid contour based on real-gas considera-
tions is considerably different from that found for the ideal gas. For this case, 
the exit diameter of the inviscid nozzle is approximately 9-percent larger for 
the real-gas calculation than for the results based on ideal-gas relations. On 
the other hand, the diameter in the region near the throat is less for the 
inviscid real-gas result than for the ideal- gas result. 
2. It was found that when real-gas effects are taken into account the choice 
of stagnation conditions strongly affected the inviscid nozzle contour for the 
conditions examined. 
3. The effect of stagnation conditions on the boundary-layer calculations, 
including real-gas effects, exhibited the same trends as for an ideal gas in that 
a decrease in the stagnation temperature or an increase in the stagnation pres-
sure resulted in a decrease in the displacement thickness along the nozzle 
contour. 
4. The influence of the real-gas effects within the boundary layer on the 
calculation of the displacement thickness was much less significant than the 
influence of real-gas effects in the inviscid flow field on the determination of 
the inviscid nozzle contour. 
5. The calculated displacement thickness for the condition of constant wall 
temperature was found to be only weakly affected by the level of the wall 
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temperature. For example, the displacement thickness, calculated for a Mach num-
ber 17 nozzle with stagnation conditions of 1,000 atmospheres and 4,2000 Rand 
throat diameter of 0.10 inch, based on a wall temperature of 6500 R was le s s than 
1 percent greater than the value for a wall temperature of 1,5000 R at the nozzle 
exit. In the throat region the displacement thickness for the case in which the 
wall temperature was 6500 R was less than 0.0002 inch smaller than the case for 
1,5000 R. Also, calculations in which several realistic wall-temperature varia-
tions along the nozzle contour were assumed indicated that the wall-temperature 
level and its variation along the nozzle do not strongly affect the calculated 
displacement thickness for the method presented herein. 
Langley Research Center, 
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., January 7, 1963. 
APPENDIX A 
CALCULATION OF INVISCID NOZZLE CONTOUR FOR A REAL GAS 
Characteristic Equations 
The procedure for calculating the inviscid nozzle contour for air as a real 
gas was briefly discussed in reference 3. The approach used in this present work 
is essentially the same for the inviscid calculations. The .basic equation for 
determining the inviscid contour f or an axially symmetric nozzle is the potential-
flow equation presented in reference 12 (p. 261, eq. (469)). The solution to this 
equation can be obtained through the method of characteristics which r educes t o 
four characteristic equations which are readily adaptable to a finite difference 
technique. The derivation of the characteristic equations is also presented in 
reference 12. These four characteristic equations are: 
and 
where 
and 
dy tan(J.! + e) ax 
first family 
dW 
- de tan J.! - ax 0 11 -W Y 
dy tan(e - J.!) ax 
second family 
dW + de tan J.! - ax 12 Y 0 W 
sin J.! sin e tan J.! 
cos(J.! + e) 
sin J.! sin e tan J.! 
cos(e - J.!) 
(Al) 
(A2) 
These characteristic equations involve the five variables W, e, x, y, and J.!, 
so that an additional relation is required. For the case of an ideal gas with a 
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constant specific-heat ratio, the expression relating M to W is 
1-1+( 2)1 W2 - 1 - 1 M2 (A3) 
and may be used because ~ i p directly related to M by the equation 
. -1 1 ~ ::: S1.n -
M 
(A4) 
The equivalent real-gas relation between Wand M is obtained by taking the 
f orm of the ideal-gas expression as given in equation (A3) and tabulating the 
quantity 1/W2 for various values of 1/M2 as calculated for the isentropic 
expansion from a given stagnation condition. These are the values of 1/W2 and 
11M2 based on a real gas and are used directly in the calculation procedure with 
linear interpolation between the tabulated values. 
Determination of Flow Properties Along Flow-Region Boundaries 
The two families of characteristic equations (eqs. (Al) and (A2)) are solved 
by a stepwise procedure in which the initial values of the flow properties W, 
8 , x/rcr ' y/rcr ' and M are first calculated along the edge of the character-
istic flow fields. These initial flow properties are calculated along the line 
ABCDE of sketch (a). 
E 
IV 
~====~-+------~~--------,,----------~~----.,-----~>- x/r
cr 
o A B D 
Sketch a 
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These ~uantities are based on real-gas considerations and are determined by a 
method presented in reference 13. For convenience in discussion, the nozzle is 
divided into four regions: I, first transition region ; II, second transition 
region; III, radial flow; IV, uniform flow. Region III is bounded by the Mach 
lines BC and CD, and region IV is bounded by the final Mach line DE. The flow in 
region I is calculated by the method of characteristics and initial conditions 
along line ABC and the flow in region II is calculated by the method of character-
istics and conditions along line CDE. The first task, then, is to calculate the 
flow conditions along line ABCDE. 
Now the general e~uation for the radial-flow region as given by reference 13 
is 
For this region, the integrated characteristic e~uations, which are based on 
e~uation (A5) , are 
dW 
and 
1 l W (M2 - 1) dW 
2" W W(M=l) 
dr 
-
r 
(A5) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
Because M and, therefore, Ware known at point D (sketch (a)), the value of 
8I ,D at point D can be found by use of e~uation (A6) and the real-gas relation 
between M and W. Values of W, 8f , M, and rjrcr along line CD are deter-
mined by choosing values of W which are successively less than the value of W 
at point D. Values of 8f for particular values of Ware calculated from e~ua-
tion (A6) and from the real-gas relation between M and W, along with the condi-
tion that 8f = 8I ,D - 81 along the line CD. The corresponding values of rjrcr 
for these same values of Ware determined from e~uation (A7) in a similar way. 
The coordinates for each of these calculatio~s along line CD are determined from 
the e~uations 
(A8) 
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and 
sin 8f (A9) 
The point indicated as C in sketch (a) is the nozzle-inflection point and 
corresponds to the maximum turning angle of the flow. The value of the flow 
angle at point C, 8C is arbitrarily taken to be 12
0 in this work. It follows 
then that the integrated angle at point C, 8I ,C' as obtained from equation (A6), 
must equal the value determined from the condition that 8C = 8I ,D - 8I ,C' The 
values of M, W, x/rcr ' and y/rcr at point C are fixed by equations (A7), (A8), and (A9). 
The flow properties along line DE are all constant and equal to conditions 
at point D and are determined by the procedure just mentioned. It follows that 
the quantities W, 8f , x/rcr ' y/rcr ' and M can be calculated along the 
boundary CDE and can serve as the starting conditions for calculation of flow in 
region II by the method of characteristics. 
The flow properties along line BC are determined by the same method as they 
were along line CD, except that the flow angle along line BC is obtained from the 
condition that 8f = 81 - 8I ,B' where 8I ,B = 8I ,D - 8I ,C' 
The required flow conditions along line AB are established by assuming a 
linear Mach number distribution with respect to x/rcr from points A to B. This 
linear distribution is found by equating the slope of M with respect to x/rcr 
as determined at point B to the slope in this linear portion. The value of xjrcr 
for which the Mach number is unity is taken as the position of the throat of the 
nozzle. Inasmuch as the real-gas variation of W with respect to M has been 
determined, the establishment of a Mach number distribution along line AB also 
determines corresponding values of W along line AB. The necessary flow proper-
ties along line ABC can, therefore, be calculated so that the method of character-
istics can be applied to determine the flow field in region I. 
Characteristic Mesh Size 
The mesh size of the characteristic network is determined by the interval 
size between successive points chosen along the boundary line ABCDE. The inter-
vals along lines BC and CD are determined by taking a constant interval of r/rcr ' 
The interval size along line DE was taken to be the same as along line CD. The 
intervals between points along AB can also be chosen arbitrarily. For a given 
Mach number and set of stagnation conditions, the inviscid contour was calculated 
for various mesh sizes in which the interval in rjrcr along line ABCDE was set 
equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3. The effect of mesh size on the calculated 
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contour based on these four values was found to be negligible. In addition, the 
inviscid contour was calculated along line AB for intervals of rjrcr of 0.05, 
0.025, and 0.01 and for intervals along line BCDE of 0.1. The inviscid contour 
was again essentially unaffected by this change in mesh size. It may be concluded 
that these mesh sizes are small enough not to influence the inviscid result. 
Calculation of Characteristic Network for Real Gas 
The characteristic network for a real gas is calculated by application of a 
method of successive approximations to e~uations (Al) and (A2) , along with the 
tabulated real-gas values of l/w2 and 11M2 and the flow conditions along line 
ABCDE. This method is outlined in pages 264-265 of reference 12. It has been 
determined by trial and error that three successive approximations are sufficient 
to give satisfactory results at each point of calculation within the character-
istic network. 
Calculation of Streamline Along Inviscid Boundary 
Inasmuch as point C of sketch (a) is on the streamline which defines the 
inviscid boundary, the value of the stream function at any point along the invis-
cid boundary must be e~ual to the stream function at point C. The procedure for 
determining the streamline which corresponds to the inviscid boundary, then, first 
involves the calculation of the stream function at point C. 
The differential form of the stream function in the radial-flow region as 
given in reference 13 is 
(Ala) 
It is convenient to define a nondimensional stream function as 
(All) 
Inasmuch as the flow properties are constant for a given value of rlrcr in the 
radial-flow region, the differential form of the stream function may be integrated 
for a particular value of rlrcr to yield 
~ = ~ W(~)2(1 - cos 8f ) Pt rcr (Al2) 
The values of W, rlrcr' and 8f at point C can be found by a method already 
given. It is now re~uired to know the real-gas relationship between p/p
t 
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and W. For the case of an ideal gas with a constant heat - capacity ratio ) the 
relation between p/pt and W is 
(A13) 
The corresponding real-gas relation between PjPt and W is obtained from the 
form of e~uation (Al3) and from tabulation of the ~uantity log pjPt for various 
values Qf log (l - W2) as calculated for the real- gas isentropic expansion from 
a given stagnation condition. A plot of log p/Pt against log(l - w2) based 
on real-gas calculations showed that these ~uantities were nearly linear over 
small regions. Tabulated real-gas values of p/ pt and W were used with linear 
interpolation between log p/ Pt and :Og(l - W2) for intermediate values of 
p/pt and W for the calculation of ~ at point C by e~uation (Al2). The value 
of the stream function ~ at any poin~ on_the inviscid contour must e~ual the 
stream function at point C, that is, ~ = ~C. 
The general differential form of the stream function for axisymmetric flow 
as given in reference 13 is 
pya ds (A14) 
where y is the distance from the axis, a is the local speed of sound, and ds 
is the differential distance along a Mach line. This e~uation can be integrated 
along a Mach line where s is taken as 0 at the axis, so that the nondimensional 
form of the stream function at any point s on a Mach line is 
(Al5) 
The value of ~ is calculated at each point of the characteristic network 
by stepwise integration of e~uation (Al5) in which the real - gas re l ation between 
P/Pt and W is used . The location of the intersection of the inviscid boundary 
with any Mach line is determined when ~ for a particular Mach line is e~ual 
to ~C . Points along the inviscid boundary are det~rmined by interpolation 
between adjacent points in the network which have values of ~ that bound ~C . 
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Real-Gas Thermodynamic Properties 
The calculations carried out in this work were based on the real-gas thermo-
dynamic properties of nitrogen presented in references 7 and 8. These data were 
plotted and the various thermodynamic quantities along an isentropic expansion 
were determined and tabulated. These tabulated quantities M, W, and p/pt 
were then used directly in the machine calculations. The real-gas speed of sound 
for nitrogen above 100 atmospheres was based on the coefficients presented in 
reference 8. 
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APPENDIX B 
BOUNDARY-LAYER CALCULATIONS 
General Procedure 
After the inviscid contour has been determined from characteristic calcula-
tions) the boundary-layer displacement thickness along the nozzle must be added 
to obtain a physical-wall contour. The coordinate system for calculating the 
displacement thickness 5* is shown in sketch (b). 
r' 
Physical contour 
(nozzle wall) 
r' 
x 
y 
~----------------------------------------------L-------~x 
o 
Sketch b 
The flow ~uantities at the edge of the inviscid region, 
and the flow angle 8f are known from the inviscid results. The corresponding 
values of the static temperature at the inviscid boundary Tl was determined 
from tabulated real-gas values of Tl against Ml with linear interpolation 
between l/Tl and M12 for intermediate values. 
The momentum e~uation used in this work as derived in reference 4 is 
(Bl) 
where r' is the radial distance to the nozzle wall. The derivatives of veloc-
ity, density, and radial distance with respect to distance along the nozzle 
wall x are calculated from differences between flow properties at successive 
points along the inviscid boundary. The values of Pl and ul were taken from 
the inviscid results at various locations. 
Calculation of Shape Parameter for Real Gas 
The value of the shape parameter 5*/8 is calculated at each location with 
the following integral equations: 
and 
5* 
5 
~ = pu 1 _ ~ d ~ Jl '( , ) ("') 5 0 Pl u l ' u l ' 5 
The relation between the velocity profile and the variable of integration 
is assumed to be 
(B2) 
(B3) 
'Y/5 
(B4) 
The exponent N in this relation is obtained at each location along the nozzle 
from the following correlation: 
N = 1.77 log NRe - 0.38 _ 200 NRe 
(B5) 
where NRe is based on local free-stream properties and the local value of the 
momentum thickness 8. This correlation is similar to that presented in refer-
ence 14 and is based on experimental data for Mach numbers up to 9. This corre-
lation was used to determine values of N for values of NRe that are beyond 
the data for which this correlation was determined; however, the values of 5*/5 
and 8/5 have been found to be quite insensitive to N at high values of N. 
The evaluation of equations (B2) and (B3) also requires a relationship 
between the u'/ul ' and p/Pl within the boundary layer. This is obtained by 
beginning with the Crocco relation between total enthalpy and local velocity in 
the boundary layer as presented in reference 15. 
(136) 
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where the t otal enthalpy at any point in t he boundary layer is 
H h + (u
, )2 
2 
(B7) 
The constants A and B in equation (B6) are evaluated at the wall and at the 
edge of the boundary layer, so that the total enthalpy varie s through the boundary 
layer according t o the expression 
H (B8) 
where hw is the static enthalpy at the wall . 
The expression f or the local static enthalpy, which includes real-gas effects 
due t o vibration but no real-gas effects due t o pressure, can be written in non-
dimensional form as 
JJ (B9) 
In order that the real-gas effects due to pre ssure on enthalpy be taken into 
account, equation (B9) is multiplied by a correction term which is equal to the 
actual real-gas enthalpy found in real-gas thermodynamic tables divided by the 
enthalpy calculated from equation (B9), both of which are taken at the same tem-
perature . This correction term is denoted as Q = h/ho , where hO represents 
the enthalpy at low pressures. It follows that Q is a function of temperature 
and pressure or any two thermodynamic functions. Since the entropy is constant 
in the inviscid f l ow region, the quantity Q along the inviscid boundary can be 
written as a function of pressure alone for a given stagnation condition. This 
quantity can be represented by a power series in Pl' 
(B10) 
The wall temperature is known, therefore the correction term along the nozzle 
wall can also be expressed in a power series in pressure: 
(Bll) 
where the coefficients A, B, C, D, E, and F in these equations are evalu-
ated empirically from the real-gas thermodynamic data. 
The variation of Q through the boundary layer was taken to be linear with 
respect to hO from the wall value ~ to the free-stream value Ql' Plots 
-- --------
of Q against hO for various pressures were found to be approximately linear 
over a rather large range. 
The equation which was used to relate the local velocity to the local density 
in the boundary layer was obtained by combining equations (B7) , (B8) , and (B9) 
and incorporating the pressure effect on enthalpy by the use of the function Q. 
The local temperature T within the boundary layer is replaced by the quantity 
Tl 
Pj Pl 
so that the density and velocity within the boundary layer are related 
by the equation 
(B12) 
The solution to the quantities 5*/5 and 8/ 5 as defined by equations (B2) and 
(B3) is obtained by a quadrature method at any value of x along the nozzle by 
simultaneous solution with equations (B4) and (B12). 
Skin-Friction Relation 
The skin-friction relation presented in refer ence 5 was used in this work to 
calculate the local skin- friction coefficient . Thi s skin-friction relation is 
represented by the following thr ee equati ons : 
2 N- aD-l l -N _ 
Cf = (20N)1+N(~)N+l(Tl) N+l 
2 NRe TL 
(B13) 
TL Tw Tw 
- Taw(UL) Taw - Tl(UL r (B14) = 
Tl Tl Tl ul Tl ul 
and 
Hill 
uL ~ 20N r~rLr' (B15 ) -u1 NRe (5/e) Tl 
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Equations (B14) and (B15) are combined and solved by iteration 
along the nozzle t o determine TL• The re sult ing value of TL 
at e ach point 
is then used in 
equation (B13) t o calculate Cf/ 2 at t hat position. 
Calculation of Momentum Thickne s s 
The solution of equati on (Bl) require s an init ial value of the moment um 
t hickness e at the point where x = O. The eff ect of the magnitude of t he 
a s sumed initial value of e on the gr owth of e along t he nozzle was inve stiga -
t ed by choice of initial values of e of 10- 2 , 10- 3 , 10- 4 , and 10- 5 inche s . The 
r esults are shown in figure 17 which are based on t he same inviscid conditions . 
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Figure 17 .- Gr owth of r eal- gas boundar y- layer momentum thickness as calculated for several values of 
thr oat momentum thickness e* , at Ml = 17, Pt = 1,000 at mospheres, Tt = 4,2000 R, Tw = 6500 R, 
and d* = 0 .10 inch. 
It is seen that initial values of e which are 10-4 or less do not significantly 
affect the values of e downstream from the throat. 
After the quantity 
location) values of e 
manner. 
de/aX is determined from equation (Bl) at a particular 
for adjacent downstream locations are found in a stepwise 
Nozzle Wall Temperature 
The wall temperature enters into the calculation of 5* in equations (Bll)) 
(B12)) and (B14). Calculations for a constant wall temperature are straight-
forward. For a more realistic condition) the wall temperature was assumed to 
vary along the nozzle with the wall hot near the throat and cooler downstream. 
The expression used to describe these variations as a function of nozzle diameter 
ratio is 
Tr - A(y/y*)1.8 
1 + B(y/y*)1.8 
(B16) 
where Tr is the gas temperature at the throat. The constants A and Bare 
determined for an assumed wall temperature at the throat and an assumed wall tem-
perature for a large value of y/y*) respectively. This relation given by equa-
tion (B16) is based on a very rough heat balance between the nitrogen side of the 
nozzle and water-cooled passages in the nozzle wall. The term (y/y*)1.8 results 
from the assumption that the heat-transfer coefficient on the nitrogen side of 
the nozzle is proportional to the area ratio raised to 0.9 power) as indicated in 
reference 16. It should be noted that this expression for the variation of wall 
temperature along the nozzle was not developed to give an accurate prediction of 
wall temperature but) rather) to give a reasonable variation along the nozzle 
wall. 
Iterative Procedure for Determining Displacement Thickness 
The first estimate of 5* at a given nozzle position is found by assuming 
that the nozzle wall is represented by the inviscid contour. This initial value 
of 5* is then added to the inviscid contour to give a better approximation of 
the physical wall. The value of 5* based on this revised contour is then deter-
mined and compared with the previous value. The various gradients are also 
revised in the course of this procedure. This iteration process is repeated until 
successive calculations of 5* at a given nozzle position differ by less than 
0.001 inch. 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF A NOZZLE CONTOUR 
A computer program was developed for calculating hypersonic nozzle contours. 
This program is written in FORTRAN language (ref. 11) and is presented at the end 
of this appendix. This program facilitates the computation of the inviscid noz -
zle contour and the boundary-layer displacement thickness for a real gas based on 
the methods presented in appendixes A and B. 
Part I of the program determines the flow properties along the boundaries of 
the inviscid flow region. A tabulation of T, ljM2, 1/W2 , p/Pt' based on a 
real gas, is supplied to the computer together with the flow angle at point C and 
the Mach number at point D (sketch (a)). The program prints the values of the 
flow properties of points A, B, C, and D. The program also writes on tape the 
flow properties along the boundaries DE, DC, BC, and BA. These properties are 
determined by the method described in appendix A. 
Part II of the program computes the inviscid nozzle contour. The tabulation 
of T, 11M2, 1/W2, and p/Pt supplied in part I is also used in part II. The 
tape written by part I and containing the flow properties along the boundaries is 
used by part II. Beginning at point D the method of characteristics described in 
appendix A is used to determine the flow properties along upward-sloping charac-
teristic lines in region II. These lines are computed from the boundary DC and 
are extended until the value of the stream function i s equal to the stream func-
tion at point C. The final points on these characteristic lines define the 
inviscid nozzle contour from point E to point C. Continuing from point B, char-
acteristic lines are computed in region I from the BA boundary and are extended 
until the value of the stream function is equal to the stream function at point C. 
The final points on these characteristic lines define the inviscid nozzle contour 
from point C to the throat. The flow properties of the points defining the 
inviscid nozzle contour are printed and also punched on cards for use in part III. 
Part III computes the displacement thickness along the nozzle and applies it 
to the inviscid result to yield a physical contour. The flow properties at the 
edge of the inviscid region are supplied on cards punched by part II. The values 
of the constants used in equations (B10 ) , (Bll), (B16) and the variables such as 
Pt ' uI' r l , m, Tw, and Tr are supplied to the computer . The values of the 
shape parameter 5*/8, the skin-friction coefficient, and the momentum thick-
ness 8 are calculated at each point on the boundary as described in appendix. B. 
An iterative procedure determines the value of the displacement thickness 5*. 
The value of 5* is added t o the inviscid contour to give a better approximation 
of the physical wall. Finally, a second-order interpolation is employed to locate 
points on the physical wall at desired increments. These interpolated points on 
the wall are then printed. 
The following program has been used on the IBM 7090 electronic data process-
ing system at the Langley Research Center to obtain the results presented herein. 
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THESE ARE I NPUTS REQUIR(D F OR PAR T I P-536 . I 
E"' TAB = I/"'2,1NCR EAS ING VAL UeS .lIIo'IT OF 10(' VALUES 
WTAB=1/W 2 ,IN CRE ASING VALU ES LI"'IT OF 100 VALUES 
RHQRT-RHO/RHOT. I NCREASING VAL UES IIp.oIT OF 100 VALUES 
E~A : MACH NO . AT PO I NT II TYPICALLY=I. 
THETC=THETA AT PO INT C IN RADIANS TYPICALLY= . 2094395 1 
EI-IO:tp.oACH NO . AT POI NT 0 TYP I CALLY= 15 . 
N:aNU"' AER OF VALUES IN TII BLE OF 1/"' 2 
RL I"' . L lMI T R/RCR ABOVE ioIHICH DE LT A R/RCR. I S KEPT 
WITHIN RERR OF ORORCR TYPICALLY =4 . 90 
RERR-ERROR L [1-1 [T OR /RC R TY P I CA LL Y= . 0 2 
DELW-OELTA W INTE GR AT[ ON INT ER VAL TYPICALLY - . OO I 
O"ORCR-OE LTA R/RCR U"IT 
ALSO DELTA R/RCR USED ON DE TYPICALLY z . 2 
Dow=OEL TA W REDUCT I ON TYPI CII LLY = . CI)OOO I 
"AX=UMIT TOTAL POI NTS=2000 
I BUG NO T",l,I FOR EX TRA PRINT,""O Ol-ltT EXTRA PRINT 
TTAB=T . OEGREES R,INCREAStNG VALUES ,Ll t,l1T OF 100 vALUES 
DXB A=D( LTA X AL ONG eA TYPI CAL LY=. 025 
DXOE=OE LTA X ALONG DE TYPIC"LLY=.2 
TOTAL NO . PO INT S ON DE"'IS/RCR +1 JI / OXCE 
THE SE ARE I NPU TS REQ UIR (D FOR f'AR r [1 P-S36 . 2 
AREA"' v FOR COE "REA, 1. FO R ABC AREA, 2 . TO END CASE 
START WITH COE AREA 
PRINT"'D TO PRINT WALL POINTS ON LY, = 1. TO PR INT NET liN D ~"LL PO I HS 
NAPRX= 3- APPRQX P.'A T I CNS PER PO I N T 
NN= NU I-I BER OF VALUES IN TABL E OF 1/,..2 
THESE ARE I NPU TS REQU I RED FOR PART til P-70 0 . 1 
RHOT'RHO SUB T TYPICALLY=6. 30 (;451 
VE : V SUB l TYP I CA LL Y::B977. 4414 
RI=R SUB I TYPICAlLY =55 . 159 
Cl=WHERE "'U "" ICI·T- - 3 / 2 1/IT •• OI+Ell 
OI"'CONS TANT I N I-IU EQUAT I ON 
El=CONSTANT IN "' U ECUATI ON 
THI "" TH ETA SUB I 
GC=32.1739 
R- 1774 . 6B8 
TYP (CALL Y·6 . 807 3E-7 
TYP I CALL Y= 1. 
TY P ICALLY - l aO . 
TYP ICALL Y=. vo e. I 
TH B-CH ARACTE RI STIC TE"PERATUR E OF "OLECULAR VI BRA TI ON TYPICAUY =6005 . ? 
O"lE GAzEX PON ENT I N VISCOS ITY-T EMPE RA TU RE RE LATI ONSH IP TYPI CA lLY=.7 6 
TW=TW TYPICALLY =650 . R 
ERR'ERROR TEST USE . 00005 
X"'=SCALE FACTOR TYP I CALLY: . 23832 
TL TGz 1 . : TL/T 1 TYP [CALLY= 1. 
JlIM= TOTAL NO. OF POI'HS ON WALL=~0. OF e l NARY I NrtU T CA~OS 
OEBuG= O 
N""32NO . OF PO I NTS PER I ~TE RV AL GAUSS I NTEGRAT I ON 
L=5NO. OF INT ERVAL S GAUSS I NTEGR hTI O' 
AChSE=CASE NU"BER 
AlPHA =WHERE Q:o:AlPHA+BETA . P+CM' · P ·. 2+T AU - P .- 3 I co . D 10 1 TYPICALl Y= I. 
BETA-CONS TANT IN Q EQUA TI ON TYPICALLY- . 35463125[ -7 
GAI-I 'ECONS TANT I N 0 EQU/.TION TYPICAlLY""- .1 5399S 14 E- 13 
TAU""CONS TANT IN C EQUA TI ON TYPICAlLY= . "'2 60:)~S6E-20 
PR:aP SUB R TYPICALLY= . 7 2 
TT1 G"" T SUB T , l TYP I CALLY=54 CO. " 
TOz T SUB G TYPI CALLy ,.49 1. 668 
AP =WHER( QW=AP +SP . P+CP . P •• 2 +DP . P •• 3 lE O. R I O) TYPICALLY = !. 
BPzCONSTANT IN CW EQUAT I ON TYP I CALLyz. l 0 729( - 6 
CP"'CONS TANT IN CW ECUATION TYPI CA LLY = . 11 2 77E-1 2 
OP"'CONS TA NT IN QW EQU ATI ON TYPtCAllY =- .147 2E-7u 
HT:(H SUB T,l.II R.T SUR C ) TYPtCALlY "'46 . 18 17 
APP"'WHERE TW=( CPP-APPIY/Y-I •• 1. 8 1111-+ 6PP lY/Y.I .. I. 6 1 ( EQ . B16) 
TY P [C All Y"'U 
BPP"'CONS T ANT I N TOW EQU/\ T I ON TYP I CALL yzO 
CPP=CONS TANT IN TW EQUA T I ON= TR TYP I CALL Y=650. 
YSTAR=CONSTANT IN TW ECUAT I ON TYPICAlLY z l . 
OPT-O IF C· QI,NOT= O IF Q tWT=QI 
OIF N"'A Ll OWA8LE DIFF ERENCE W N TYPICALLy: . O l 
DIFC .. ALLOWABLE DIFFE RENCE IN DE LTA S TAR RE LATIVE TO Y TYPI CAL LY ::: . OC I 
P- 5 38.1 
PART I COf'lPUTE S POI NTS ALON G DE , OC , SC , BA AN O 
SAVES TH(" ON TAPE9 
SUBROUTI NE FINP I S FLOATING I NP UT SUBROUT I NE 
SUBROUT I NE B IR D R[AOS B I NARY CARD S 
SUBROUTI NE B[PUN PUNCHES B I NARY CARDS 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS PERF OR 1"S I NT(GRAT t ON 
SUBROUTlNE RWCF FIND S SLOPE OF CURvE 
0 1 MENS I ON WTA 8 ( 10 0 t, ["'TA 6 1 100 ) t WL OC T { 100 ', RHOLNT 11 0(1 1, 
41 
42 
lRHORTt 100 I, ALe (30 ), AUI( II ') ). ALO 12J ), WI2jOC I. E"" 2JOQ I . 
2RORCR 12000) , THET 11 200~ I , RORT 1 200~) , AKI200t.:. I , THETSC (15 ) I ,X OC (1 5) 1, 
3XRAI 10001 .WBA I 1000 I .Y OC I I SOI .WBCIISO I. THETDCI BDO I. XDCI COO I. 
"YOC I BOO I, PSI DC ( 800 ) . wOC 180Q) , RORTOC I BOJ ) I YOEI 3110) I, XO[ (3400 I 
S.TTABII00I . EMSQTI 10C I. TEMP I1 COI 
O I~ ENS [ ON OER III O) 
EOU I VALENCE I E~T A8 , OUtJf04Y 1) t I loll A8 , DUI'! "IY2) I I WLOGr . DU"''''Y 31 t I RHOlNT r 
1 CU ", ,",y4) I I TT AS , OUMMYS) , I Ef04SIH , OUMMY6) 
eOU I VALENCEI 104, xoe I, I EM , XOE 120:) 1)) I I EMI 'lie I) I v OE I r 
lI RORCR ,Y OE ( 60 1), IT HE TI, YOE(260 11) r I THET I 18( 1) , XBA) . 
2( THETI 11 9 0 11 ,W SA I, ( RORT ,W BAI 20 III 
COfo'MDN EM T AS, WI A8 . WLOC T t RHOLNT , TT A8 , EMSQl 
COf"MON RHORT , EMA , THE Te. H'C r N, OSDe , Dp.l:BA , OW , ORORCR , 
100W , MAX 
READS INPUT CARDS 
F I NP I S FLOAT J NG I NPUT SU8ROUT I NE 
CALLF INP 111 , E~TA8 ,WTA 8, RHORT , Ef'lA . THE TC . C",O , N , RLJ M, 
I RERR . oE lW. DRORCR . DOW , MAX , I Due , TT A8, nXR A, CXOOE 1 
WR I TES HEAD 
WR ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 . 30S 
COMPUTES '/T . "'2.W,LOGEI'-W21 . l0GEIRHO/RHCf) 
00 4 t '" 1 ,N 
TTA8111""' . /TTA8(1) 
EMSOTt 11"'1 . /E"'T1;81 t I 
WN aSCR TFI 1./WTABIIII 
WLOGTI I I:LOGFII.-WN " 21 
'" RHOlNT I J I "'lOCF I RHORT II» 
REVERSES lIT TABLE 
K·N 
00 1000 I:.:I , N 
TC,",PIK):.:TT4BI J) 
1000 K'K-I 
DO 2000 l: I. N 
2000 TTABI I I "' TEMPIII 
C REVERSES "2 TABLE 
K'N 
DO 30JO ' - I, N 
TE"PIKI=E"SQTI 11 
3001j I<."'K-I 
00 11000 1",I,N 
4000 EMSOTI I I 'TE"P I I I 
C COr-lPUTES l /tAA2 ANO I NTERPOLATES 1/WA2 
OV"'A'" 1 . /EI'IA -- 2 
FTLUP IS FLOATING TABLE LOOK UP AND INTERP OLATIO~ SUBROL TI NE 
CAll FTLUP ( OVMA.OVWA . I , N, EMTAO , WTABJ 
CO"PUTES 11'02 AND INTERPOLAT ES l/W02 
OV,..O'" 1 ./EMO-- 2 
CAll FTlUP (OVf040. OVWO . I ,N. EMT Aft , WT AS I 
CO"PUTES WA 
WA -SCR TFII . /OVWA) 
CO,",PUTeS WO 
WD=SQRTF 11./ OVW DI 
SET R/RCR·l 
ROReR I 1 I' I • 
SET SUMaO 
SUM·O 
SET SUM2·0 
SU"2'0 
I NfEGRATIO!'1 BY TRAPElO I OAl RULE FRO'" WA TO WO OF (poI2-IIIW AND SCT 
1M2- I Ilk 
Z T ERM= 1 EMA " 2- 1. IIWA 
l TERM2z.1 SQRTF I E"'A. - 2-1 . II/WA 
OWaOElW 
CO,",PUTE WA PO I NT 
we II '" WA 
I COUNT-O 
TURN OFF II CHT 
IFISENSE LIGHT 118,8 
COMPUTES W, M, R/RCR. THETA 1 , Rt-IO/RHOT ,K, lIMJ T QF20\}O POI~TS 
00 12 t -2 ,MA X 
W(I)",WII-I)+OW 
1 F I W 1 I ) -WO)7 . 7 111 3 
113 IFI SENSE LIGHT II IIS . 116 
116 0W"'WO-WI I - l) 
SENSE LI GHT I 
GO TO 9 
7 OVW"' I./WI II-- 2 
CAl l FTlUP I OVW, OV,"" 1 , N .WTA B . EM TA B I 
EM II I -SQR TF I I . /OVM I 
T E"'P,,( EM I I I-EMI 11 -1.) 
TEI'IPI "' TEMP/WI II 
TEMP2 a SQR TF I TEMP I/W( t I 
TEfoIP4: I ZTERM +T EfoIP 11-. 5 - 0W+SUM 
EQUATION A7 
RORCR ( 1 I "'EXPF ( • 5- TEMP4 I 
IFISE~SE LIGHT 2 1611. 609 
611 SENSE lICHT 2 
608 I FISENSE LI GHT 3 1610 . 609 
6 10 RERR-R(RR +. Ol 
I FISENSE L I GH T 2 1609 . 609 
609 I FIRORCRI I I-RLI"110.602 . 602 
602 t F (ABSF (RORCR I I I-RORCR I l-l)-ORORCR )-RERP li e . 1 C, 603 
603 I F I RORCR I I I- RORCR I I - I I -DRORCR I 604. , -
605 OW-O w-DO W 
SENSE LI GH T 2 
I F I I BUG I 5000 . 500 1. SOOJ 
5000 WR I T EOUTPUTTAPE6 , 3a2. W I I I. OW , RORCR II ) 
50~ 1 GOT0 9 
604 OW-O W+ OO W 
SENSE LI GH T 3 
IFI1 8UG I Sv02 . S003 . S002 
5002 WR I TE OU TPUTT APE6 . 302 .101 ( .1), ow , RORCR II I 
5003 
10 
GOTC9 
606 
6~7 
50J4 
C 
T(MP3'" (l T ERM2 .. Tef'l.P21 ·. 5 - 0101 '-5U"'2 
IFI SENSE LIGHT 2 1~ 06 . 606 
IFI SENSE LICHT 3 1607 .601 
IF ( I RUG)SC:> 4 , 5005, 5001& 
WR I TE OU TPUTTAPE6, 302 , WI r), OW . RORCR! I) 
EQUATION A6 
5005 THF TIIII=.S-TEMP3 
lTER"=TE"P 1 
ZTERM2 - TEfoIP2 
SU~"TEHP4 
SU"2zTE~p3 
WLOC-LOCF (I.-WI I) •• 2 1 
CAll FTLUPIWlOC , RHOlN.l.N,WLOGT,RHOlNT) 
RORT II I zEXPF I RHOLN I 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
IF IIC OUNT-2000 1 12.12.1600 
12 AKII, z IOVW-I.II 0 V" 
115 
I COUNT"~O OF THETAS AND RQReRS STAR TING WITH THETII2'ANC RQRCR(21 
COMPUTE THETAIO AND THETAIC 
THET I O-THET IIICOUNT+ll 
COl"PUT( THETAI,W,R/RCR,M,K AT POINT B 
THE T 18 "'THE T [0-2 •• THEft 
THE TIC - THETI O-THE TC 
CALL FTlUPITHETIS ,W8,l ,I CQUNT ,THETI(2),WI21) 
CAll FTLUP I THET I St RORCR8 . 1. I COUNT , TIlET I (21, ROReR 12) ) 
0I/W8-1./W8.-2 
CALL FTLUP I 0I/W8 , 0..,"'6 , 1 ,N ,wr A8 , E"'T AB I 
e,..e-SQRTF ( 1./0Vl"B) 
AKB-I OVWR-l. I / OV"~ 
FIT CURVE TO 7 PO INT S AND REAO OK/O'B AT POINT B 
STORE KS IN ALO BLOCK 
J z 2 
00 10 0 1-2 .I COUNT 
IFIEMII+3)-EMB) 100.100.IC2 
102 AlOIJI'E"II) 
AlOIJ-l ) zA"1 1 
J a J+2 
Ir1J-81 101,103,)01 
)03 J - J+2 
101 IFIJ-161 1·')0,104,104 
100 CONT I ~lUE 
104 AlOIBl aEMB 
AlO 17) -AKB 
C SHARE SUBROUT I NE RWCF IS USED FOR SECOND DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
C lEAST SQU ARES CURVE FITTING ROUTINE US ING ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMONI ALS 
CAll CF2Fl(,),Ale,O,AlW ,A lO , 2,71 
C 
C 
4001 
4002 
16 
CAll CF2F2(E"'B , AlC , 2 , DER , 1, 2) 
OKO"'B"OER 131 
CO"'PUTE W,R/RCR,"',RHO/RHOT ,K, XBAR,Y,PSI AT POINT C 
CALL FTlUP I THET IC ,wc t 1, ( COUNT, THET I (21 ,we 211 
CAll F TlUP I THET IC, RORCRC, 1, [C OUNT, THEr t1 21 , ROReR (2) I 
ovwC"'I . /wC -- 2 
CAll FTlUPIOVwC,OVMe, ),N,wTAB,EMTA8) 
(MC-SQRTF I) . /OV~C I 
WlOGe "'lOGF II.-we--21 
CAll F flUP I WLOGC , RHOlNC , I, N, WlOGT ,RHOlNT I 
ROR TC =EXP F I RHOLNC I 
AKC-I OVWC-l. 1/0V"C 
EQUAT I ON A9 
YCzRORCRC - S I NF (THEfC) 
EQUATION .12 
PS IC ",ROR TC-WC-RORCRC - -2- (1.-C OSF CTHfrc II 
CO,PUTE OM/ORORCR AT POINT B 
O~OR"2 .11 (Wt'/Efo1B) .- 2 . ( 1 .-EMB -. 2)-ROReRB- (.5-
10KO"B-AKB/E"B 11 
COfo1PUTE R/RCR AT PO I NT A 
RORCRA",RQRCRB- (EI'IB-EMA) IO"'OR 
CQ¥PUTE X AT POINT C 
XC",RORCRC - CQSF I THETt )-RORCRA 
NABPTS-O 
NBCPTS-O 
NOCPTS - O 
K-) 
Jzl 
l= ICOUNT+' 
00 300 1·2 .l 
IFITHETIII)-THETIB) 11,16,16 
IFITHETIII'-THETle) 13,14 , 14 
COMPUTE THETA ,Y,W ,X AT POINTS ALONG B~ LIMIT OF 150 POINTS 
13 THETBCIJl'THETIII)-THET I O 
EOUATION A9 
1600 
1300 
YAel J I sRORCR( t )-SINF I THETBCI J) ) 
WBCIJI , wll I 
XBC I J I 'RORCR II) - COSF I THETBCI J) l-RORCRA 
NBCPTS"'NBCPTS+ ' 
IFfJ-1 5011300.1]00 .1 600 
IF NO. OF POINTS EXCEEDS STORAGE. PRINT OUT HERE 
AND STOP 
wRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6 , SOQ,J,K,I.IeOUNT 
CAll EX I T 
J "" J+' 
GO TO 300 
COMPUTE THETA,X,Y,PSl,W,RHOI.RHOT AT POINTS ALONG CO ll~IT OF SJO 
POINTS 
14 THEToe IKI-THETI C- THETlIO 
xoe! K) =RORCR I [ ) - CCSF I THETOC (K II-ROReR'" 
EOUATION AQ 
YOeIKI-RORCRI 1 )-SINFCTHEf OeIK I) 
EOUATION A12 
PS I DC (K I =ROR T ( II -104 I 1 ) -ROReR II I - - 2- I 1. -eOSF I THE Toe I K) II 
WOCIKI:WIl) 
44 
NDCPTS=NOCP TS + 1 
RORTDC I KI'ROR TIII 
( F(K-300) 1400, 14 0C , 160 t. 
14 00 K'K+l 
GO TO 300 
17 NAeP TS"NABPTS +l 
300 CONTINUE 
400 Nfle=O 
OX·; 
XB=RORCRB- RORCR A 
SA VE=RORT II COUN T+ll 
SAVE2=RORCRII COUN T+11 
COfolPUTE POI NTS AL ONG SA liMIT OF lO tI) 
0022 1::rl ,,.. AX 
XBA III ::rXB- DX 
I F (XBA It 11 6')0 , 60 1, 60 I 
6~0 XAA 111 ·0 
bOl TE'" =XB AIII- O"'OR +l~ 
OV "' =l./ (TE M 1-- 2 
CA llFTl UP I OV"' , ovw, 1 , N, E1IT AO , WT AR I 
WBAII'=SQRTFII./OVW ) 
IF( 1-1 000 11 500 , 15(:0 .1 600 
I SO C NAB=NAR+ 1 
IFIXBA1111 22 , 23 , 22 
22 OX""OX +OXBA 
CO "" PU TE S/RCR AT PO I NT 0 
23 SORC R=SQR TFI1 2. -P S IC)lf SAVE .IW O/ El"O .. 2, ,1 
ENOE=NUIoIBER OF PO I NTS ON DE l t MIT OF 3 ~ O(; 
ENOE= I SORCR + h ) . I /OXDE 
EMUO=AR TNQF ( I. IE"'O , SOR TF 11 • I EI"IO ) - - 2) 
NOE'ENOE 
OS StJU=DRQRCR - S 1 NF ( EfoI UO 1 
OSCl"U:ORORCR - COSF I EMUO I 
FlT=!. 
002 11 t : I, NDE 
CO"'PUTE X,V OF POI NTS ALONG DE 
X, OE \ 1 ) =X,Otl NOtPT$) +fL T - OSCl"U 
VOE III =Fl T- OS$ MU 
IF I 1- 3400 12 11, 2 11,1 600 
211 FLT =FlT+l. 
RORCRO=SA VE 2 
WRITES OM / ORORCR AT POINT 0 
WR I TE OU TPUT TAP E 6,31l1 , O!'lOR 
XA= t) 
VA"" v 
TH ETAA""Q 
XB :o:RORCRB- RORCRA 
V8=G 
YO""" 
WR ITES HEAD I NG 
WRIT ES THETA,X,Y,W,"',R/RCR FOR A, O, C, O PO I ~ T S 
wRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6,31,)3 
WRITE OUTPUT TA PE 6 , 3 IQ,XA, YA, EMA , WA, RORCRA , THETAA 
WR I TE OU TPUT TAPE 6.30 3 
WR ITE OU TP UT TAPE 6 . 3 11, )(6 , VB, E"',B, WB. RORtRe, TH(T t B 
wR'T E OUTPUT TAP E 6 I 303 
WRITE OUT PUT TAPE 6 , 3 12 .X C , YC , EMC , WC,RORCRC.THETtC 
WRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6,303 
WRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6 , 3 13 ,X DC CN OCP TS1 ,Y O, EfoIID , WD,RORC RO ,T HE TI O 
303 FORfoil AT 11H IOx l HX, 16 X I HV 16x lH~1 6X l HW14X 5HR/RCR8)(6HTHETAll 
3 10 FORMATC3H A= I E I 6 . 8 , 5(16.81 
311 FOR,..ATt3H B= I E 16 . 8 ,5 E 16 . 8 ) 
312 FORp.tATI3H C= I E I 6 . 8 , SE l b . 8 1 
313 FORfo'ATI3H 0= I E I 6 . 8 , 5E I 6.8 1 
306 N=II-NO( 
WR ITE TAPE 9 SAV I NG t N F OR~AT I ON ABOUT ALL POINTS ON AB.eC,CO, OE 
REW I ND 9 
wR IT E TAPE 9,PStC,WO,N ,I XOE ILI, YCElll,L=1.NOEI 
K=NDCPTS 
00 ~05 I=l, NOCP TS 
4 0 '+ WRITE TAPE 9.IXOCIKI,VDCIK),THETCC<KI,WDCI KI. PS I OCIKI , 
lRORTOCIK) I 
4 05 K'K- \ 
lERO- O 
WR I TE TAPE 9 ,IZ ERO , ZERD ,Z ERO . ZERO,ZERO , Z[RO I 
N=4 -I NBCP T$ + 1) 
WRITE TAPE 9 , PS I C,N, I XBC I [),YBClll,THETBCIII , WSC{ I J ,1=I . NBCPTS I 
WRITE TAPE 9 , XC , VC .TH ETC ,WC 
DO 110 .3 I=I, NAB 
40 3 WRITE TAP E 9 . XDA (II,W CfllIl 
WR IT E TAPE 9, ZERO ,ZE RO 
RE WI NO 9 
TAOLES ARE SAVED I N COM,..ON STORAGE FOR NEX T CtUlN 
CA LL CHA I N 12 , 63 ) 
302 FOR"ATI6EI9 . 8 ) 
30~ FOR""ATt~E19.8) 
30 1 FORM ATI 6H 0"OR' \ E I 9 . 8 1 
305 F ORM ATI 9H IP- 538 ~ 1/1 
500 FORMATI4112) 
ENO 
C P-53B.2 
C PART t I NOZZLE CALCULAT I ON 
C TABLE S ARE ALREADV IN COfoll:-'O~ STORAGE FRO~ PREV I OUS CH AIN 
C PART II COMPUTES POINTS AL ONG WALL FROM E TO C 
C AND FR OM C TO THR OA T. 
C PSI AL ONG WALL=P S I AT POINT C 
PUNCH ES X, y ,M,W, RHO/RHOT,T HETA ,T OF WALL PO I NTS 
DI MENS I ON STOR I 4000 1,T EMPl l0 ), EMTABI 100 ), WTAS t 100 ) , Wl OGTI10"JI , 
IRHOl NTII OO I 
2 ,T TA,S{ I OO ) ,EMSQT I1 00 I 
EQU I VALENCE ( EM TAB , DUMMY 11, I IH AB , DU,..MY2 1, I WLOC T, DUfoIMY31 , I RHOLNT , 
1 OU~"'Y ~) , (TTA 8 , DUfoIMY5 1 , (EHSQT, DUMf'lY6 1 
CO"'HON EM T AS , WT Ae , WL OCT , RHO LNT, TT AB . EMSC T 
CO ,..M ON XA, YA, THA , WA, FA, PS [ A, Xn , YB , TH6 , we , XC , ye , THe , we , FC , PS I e ,A.~C , 
1 AHue , SMue, e Hue , TM ue , PPC , YAV , THAV, WAV , AH /\V , AMUA V, SMUAV , e,..UAV , TMUAV , 
2S THAV, yev , THSV , wav , AHOV , AMUny , SHUBY, eMuev , THUBV , S THey , XL I M, YLI"' , 
3A"'L 1M, WL tl"l, PP L 1M, THL [ M, TLI M, PLI P'I , AMU L, SH L [fol , el'l ll H I H 'LI H , THPtJ , 
4T ANP , TH,.. M, S t NM , COS"' , TANfoI , XA TY, ACL , Be,.. r TEfoI P , WD , P, N, t, J , AREA , PR I'IT , 
5NAPRX . ""N . ALNW , A, LN P 
6 , S I NP, COSP I S TOR 
Fll.HF I XC,X A, P J =P -I XC-XA I +XA 
RE WI ND 9 
TAPE 9 FRO'" CHAIN 1 CON TAI NS 
REC 1 PS I C, WO ,4NDE , X AND Y OF AL L PTS 0+ 1 TO E 
REC 2 X,Y , THE TA,W,P S I, RHO/RHO T OF EACH PT 0 TOC-l 
REC ( 2+NOCPTS ) 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 
REC I 3+NOCP TS I PS I C , 4 ( NBCP TS +lI, X, V, THE TA,W OF ALL PTS 8+ 1 TO C-l 
RECl4+NDCP TS ) X, V, THE TA. W OF PT C 
REC I 5+NOCP TS I X,W OF EACH PT 6 TO A .. 1 
REe 15 +NDCPTS +NABPTS I 0 , 0 
28 CALL F INPI 4, AREA ,P RI NT, NAPRX . NN ) 
1 F I AREA- I . I 41, 4 1.40 
40 CAll CHA I NI I, B3 1 
RE AD I ~ A LI NE TO STOR 
REAO I N PT ON B LI NE TO C P T 
4 1 WR IT E OU TPU T TAPE 6 ,1 02 
I FIAREA) 18 ,1 9 ,1 8 
18 READ TAPE 9 , PllM . N,I STOR IJ), J=5 , NJ 
K=N .. 4 
I"'N + 1 
READ TAPE ? ,I STOR I J ), J:: I, KI 
XLI foI·=STOR I N+11 
YL lt-I=STOR I N+2 1 
CALL A"' Ct-IU ( STOR I N+4) , S,... U f.I , T ~L I~, AfoIU L, AML 1,... , Cp,I,L 1M I 
THl l l'4=S TOR I N+3 1 
WLl"'=S TOR I N+4 ) 
CALL PP TI WLl I'4 ,PPLl t-l ' 
E",SQ=AMLUhA MLI'" 
SUSROUTI NE F TLUP I NTERPOLA TES I N TAl' LE 
CALL FTLUP I EMSQ ,TLIM,l, NN , EMSO TI I I,TTAB III) 
TL I"'=I .. /T LtM 
CALL SIPUN I XLIM,TLI I'I I 
WR lT E OU TPU T T APE6 , 1 00 , XL 1M, YL I H, AM l I ,.., WL 1M, PP L 1M, THL [Pol, TL 1M 
READ TAPE 9 ,I STORl ll, STOR I411 
STOR I 2 1=O . 
S TOR I 31=O . 
GO TO 22 
RE AD I N LI NE DE ANO A PO I NT FROM DC 
19 READ TAPE 9 . P LI M , WO . N I IS T OR (J), STO~( J+1), J= 1, N I ~1 
READ TAPE 9 , XC , VC , THC , WC , PS I C , ppe 
00 2 1 J= I, N,4 
THE TA =O AND W=WO FOR Al l P TS ON DE 
STOR I J +2 1=O . 
2 1 STOR IJ +3)=WO 
20 IF{ AREA ) 22 , 23 . 22 
22 READ TAPE 9 , xC ,we 
Y"'J ,T HE TA=O , F=U , PS I =O FOR ALL P TS ON SA 
VC=v .. 
THC=O. 
FC=O . 
PS IC-O . 
GO TO· 24 
READ I N NEX T PO I NT FRO'" DC ANO CO~PU T E NeX T LI NE 
23 READ TAPE 9 , XC , YC , THC , WC , PS I C, PPC 
CALL A~CHU I WC , SMUC , TMUC , AHUC , AMC . CMUC I 
Fe =PP C - WC - VC - S t-I UC 
2 4 IFI WC) 2 5, 28 , 25 
AFT ER C I S CO-.PUTE O MOVE S TaR TO B > NO MO VE C TO A AND TO STOR 
WHEN PS I RE ACHES L I MIT COM PUTE END P T 
25 I F IAR EA I 10 ,11,1 0 
10 N= I 
GO TO 
II N=S 
GO TO 
N::N +4 
XB=S TOR ! NI 
VS=S TOR {N+ll 
THB=S TOR I N+2 ) 
WB=S TOR t N+3 1 
XA=XC 
YA:: YC 
THA=THC 
WA :c WC 
FA = FC 
PS IA = PS I C 
tFIAREA I 12 ,1 3 ,1 2 
12 STOR INI =x C 
S TOR I N+l ) =VC 
S TOR( N" 2 1=TH C 
STOR ! N+3 1=WC 
GO TO 14 
13 S TOR I N-4 1-XC 
S TOR I N-3 1=VC 
STaR I N-2 1 =THC 
STORI N-11 =WC 
14 CA LL GENP T 
46 
I FIPRINT) 27 ,2 6 . 2 7 
27 WR ITE OU TPUT TAPE 6.100 . XA . VA,THA,wA,rA . PSIA,X8.VB , THB..,W e , Xc,vr.. 
I A/oIC ,wc ,P S I C , PPC, FC , TH C ,A MUC 
CO"PUTE ALO'G AN UPWARD SLOP I NG CHARACTERISTIC LI NE UNTIL PSI 
llf041T I S REACHED 
26 I FIPSIC-PlI"' 6 . 8 . 8 
6 IFIAR EA I 15 ,1 6 ,1 5 
15 STCR I N+1I1 :XC 
STOR I 'I +SI=VC 
STaR I N+61 =THC 
STOR I N+ 7) =WC 
GO TO 17 
16 S TOR(N I =XC 
STOR 1N+I ) =yc. 
S TOR I N+2' =THC 
STCR I N+3,=wC 
17 P=IPLIM-PSIAI/{PSIC-PSIA) 
XL I MzF L I~F ( XC , XA , P I 
YL I M-F Ll aotF IYC . VA. P ) 
THLl~ = FL I~ F I TH C. THA . P ) 
Wllfl=FL IMF (W C, WA, P I 
CA LL Af04CMU ( lolL I M. Sf.4 UM, Tfll i M, A"'Ul . AfoIL I"', C"' L I fl I 
CA LL PPTIWllfol , PPU"" 
E"'SQ=A"'·LlfoI _ AfoILlfoI 
CALL FTLUPIEMSC ,TLI ,.. ,I, ~N , E,..se T{l), T TA B II)1 
TLI M= 14 / TLIM 
PUNCH X,V,"' , W. RHO/RHOT, Tt-I ETA,T 
CAL L B IP UN I XlIfoI , TlIfoI) 
10 1 FOR"ATIIH 3E 16 . 81 
PR INT S X, V,"' , W,RHO/RHOT . THETA ,T OF WA ll PO I NTS 
WR I TE OU TPU T T APE6. I J C. XLI "" VL I "' . A"'L I t-4 , WL 1M , PP L 1M , Till 1M, TL 1"'4 
100 FORMATIlH 7E16 . e l 
102 FORMAT I I H 7X I HX 16X I Hv 16X I HM 16X I HW II X8HRHO/RHO T9X5HTHE T A 13x HIT I 
GO TO 20 
END 
SUBROUTINE PSIIWX , PPX ) 
SUDROU TI NE PSI COfolpu r es PS I GIV EN WAND RHO/RHOT 
OI f04ENSION STORI4000 '.T E,..P! I J I , E"' TAB II 00 ) . WTA 8 11 00 1 ,WLOG TII 0 J I , 
IRHOLNTII OO I 
2 ,Tf AB ( 100I .fP" SQT II OO I 
EeU I VA LENCE I EMTA B, DU,..'" V 1 J , I WTAf.\ , DUMMY2 1, I WLOGT , aU "'MY 3 1 ,( RHO LNf , 
lDU/'IMY4) , IT TA8 , DUM/'I v 5 I , 1 EMSQT , OUMM Y6 1 
CO"'''' ON EMT AB. W TAB, WL OC T ,RHOLNT , TT AB. Efo' SOT 
CO ",MON XA I YA, THa ,WA, FA. PS J A, XB . Y6 , THe ,w 6 , XC . YC. THC. wc, FC. PS I C , A "'C , 
1 AMU C, SMUC , CMUC , TMUC , PPC, YAV, THAV, WAV , AHAY , AI-IUAY, SI-!UA Y, C ~ UJ\ Y, TMUA Y. 
2S THAV , YBV , THOV ,W SV , AI'IBV , AMUBV. SMUB V, CMUOII, TI'I UBY, S THB II, XLI "" YLI"" , 
3AM L 1M, WL I"" PPL I"', THL 1 ~ , TLI /'I, PL I I) , AHU L , S "'L 1 101 , CJoI L I"', Tf'll 1M, THPM. 
4 TA NP , THMM , S I Nf'\ , COS I", TAN I'! I XATY. AC L, BCM , TE.,.P, WO ,P, ~ , l ,J, AREA, PR I N f, 
SNAPRX , N~ , ALNW , AlNP . S TOR 
6 , S I NP , COSP 
CALL PPTI~X . PPXI 
FC =PPX . "x . YC - SMUC 
PS l CzPS I A+ 4 5 - (FA+F C , - seRTF (( XC-XA I-I XC-XA) +1 YC -YA I-I YC-YA I} 
ReTURN 
END 
SUBROU TI NE PPT(WX,PPXI 
SUBROU TIN E PPT CDfoIPU TES RHO/RHOT GIv E"" W 
0 1 "' ENS I eN S TOR IIIO OO I, TEf04P ( 10 ), E"'·TA 8 IIOC I, WTA 6 ( 100). wlOGT( 10) ,. 
l RHO LNTI10 0 1 
2 . TlAB! l ao I , EMSQ T( 100 I 
EOU I V.\ LENC E I EJroIT AS , DUM"' Y 1) t I WT AS, OUMM Y2 ) , (Wl OGT , aufo'If'tY] I , ( RHOUH , 
1 OU"',..Y" ) , I TT AD, OU MMY 5 ) , I Ep.lSQT , OU,..1-4Y6} 
COHMON E~T AB. WT AB , WLOCl t RHOLNT. TT AS. E"' SO T 
CO,..MON XA, YA , THA , WA, FA, PS I ,11,. )(6 , Y6 , TH B. WB, XC , YC, THC, WC . FC , PS I C , A "'C , 
1 AMUC , SMUC , Cf04UC . T1-4UC , PPC , YAV , THA V. WA V, A,... A V • Afo' UAV , S"'UAV , C"'U AV , TMUAY , 
2S THAV , V6V, TH BV , W6V , AMBV , AMUBV , S"'UOV , Cr-cURV , TM UBY , S TH f'V , XL 1M , YL 11"0, 
3AM L 1M, Wl IM. PP L 1M, THL I/oi, TLI M, PL 11'1, ApoIUL , SM L 1 pol , CM L 1M , r"'L I M. THP,... , 
4T ANP , TH1'I'" , S I N,", , COS "",, TA N"', XA TV. ACL, BC ,"" TE""P,WO . P , N. I ,J, AREA , PR ( ~ T. 
5NAPRX , /'.iN , ALNW , ALNP, S TaR 
6 , S I NP , CDSP 
Al NW= LOGF I I.-WX-WX) 
CALL F TLUP I ALNW, ALNP , 1, NN,WLOGT 1 1) , RHO LNT ( 1» 
PPX=EXPF IAL NP ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUOROU T I N( THM I THX. T ANX, COSX , AMUX, THMX, S I NX I 
SUBROU TI NE THfo' COfolPUTES COS , S I N, TA N OF ITHETA-f04U) GIV EN THETA ANO 
MU 
D( MENS I ON STOR ( 4000'. rEf'\P ( I e ) , EM TA C ( 100 I .WTA 8 11 00 I, WLOGT 11 0 ":' I, 
lR HO LNTI1 00 1 
2 ,T TAO( lQ OI. EMSQ TI 10 0 1 
EQUIVALENCE IEMTA B. DU,..MY1I, (WTA B, DU,.. MY 2 1, IWLOGT, OUM"'Y3I,I RHO L~T, 
1 DU MMV4 I , ITT AB , CUMMY51 , I EMSQT , CUM MY 6 1 
CO""MON EMT A6, WT fll) ,WLOGT ,RHO LNT. TTAR, EMSQT 
COM"'ON XA , YA, THA , WA , FA, PS 1 A, XB . VB. THB .W B. XC , YC, THC ,WC, FC, PS I C , AI'IC . 
1 Af04UC . SMUC, CMUC, TMUC , PPC , YAY, THAV, WAV . AMAV. AMUAV, S froI UAV, C"'·UA V, TMU AV. 
2S THAV , YBY , THev , wev , ~MBV. "M USY . SMU6Y , c14uev . T""U BV , S T H~V , XL r M, YL I M, 
3A"'L I"', WL 1M, PPL 1M , THL I "', Tl 1M, PL I~, AM UL. SJroIL I M , c ,..u,... H'L I tJ. , flIP,"" 
4TANP . TH",M, S I N"' . COS "', TAN,.., XATY t AC L t BC "', TE"'P , WU, P,N , I. J, AR EA , PR I ~T , 
5 NA PRX ,/'.iN, ALNW , ALNP . S TOR 
6 , S INP , COSP 
TH"' X=THX-A ""U X 
COSXzCOSF I THM X) 
S INX -SINFITU"'XI 
TANX-SINX/COSX 
RE TUR~1 
END 
SUBROUT I NE THP (THX , T ANX , COS)( . A:-tUX . THPX , S I f\X I 
SUf\ROU TlN E HlP CO",PUTES COS , SI"I , TA N or {THE TAH'UI CIV!::N TIIETA 1\'/0 
MU 
01 "'ENS ION S TOR (4QO : ' f TE!"P 11) I, Et-'TABI 11)j) , WTAR Il a ,} " .. LOGT ( 11'1 (, 1 , 
IRHOLNT( 1001 
2 , TT AfH 100 I , E/rotSOT I l oe I 
EOUI VALENCE I (I'4TAB , CU"' '''Y 11 , (WT 0\[>, DU"' '''Y 2 1 , (WL OGT , OU~""Y ~ I , (RHOlNf • 
l oU"''''Y4 I , (TTA R, OU"""Y51, I e"'s T • ("IU,..MY6 I 
CO"''''ON E"'T A6 , WT A8 , WLOGT . RHOlNT , TT AS . E"'SCT 
CO"'1'40N XA I YA , THA, 'riA, FA , PS 1 A, XB , YB , THB , '~l' , XC , YC, HIC , wc, FC, PS I C , I\~C , 
I A,..,UC , S,",UC , C"'UC , T~UC , PPC , YAV , TlIAV . WAV , AMAV , Ap.lUAV , S"IUIIV , C"'UAV , TMUAV , 
2S THAV , YBV, THOV , WBV , AMBV , M'USV, s"'unv , C"'UAV , r,...URV , S THP.V I XL ' 0,1 , YL ' ''', 
3A~L I ~,,.l 11'4 , PI"L' "' , THl ["' , Tl J '"' , Pll"' , A"'Ul , S"'l l "' , Cl,4lllJ. , Tr-tll"' , TlIP,.. , 
4 TANP . HIMM , S I N,.. , COS"' . fAN"' , XATY, ACL , eCM , TE"'P . \>I'D , P , 'I . I ,J, AREA , PRo ' 'IT , 
5NAPRX, NN , AlNW , AlNP , S TOR 
6 , SINP , COSP 
THPX .:THX +AfotUX 
COSX~COSF (THPX I 
S l NX-S INFlTHPXI 
TANX·SINX/COSX 
RE TURN 
END 
SU6ROU Tl NE A,...C".U I ',IX , S"'UX , T",UX, A,..UX , AI"tX . C,..UX I 
SUAROUT I NE A,",CI-IU COMPUTes ,...U ANO ,... C I VE'" 101 
0 1 "'·I:NS l a'll 5 TORI 400(\) , TE"'P! I t;, I, EI>'TIIBI 100), WTAB II OC' ), WlOG T ( IO ~ I , 
IRH OLNT IIO OI 
2 , TTAB I1 00I , E'4SIJTIIO O I 
EQUIVALENCE I (MTAB , OU "'MY I) ,I WTAe , OU,..",·Y2 1, (WlOG T , oU,",I-IY3) , I RHOUH , 
1 DU'~f"Y4 ) , (T TAB, DU"'''' Y51 , ( E"'S OT , rU"'''''Y6 1 
COf"1I0N EP<4T AS, WT AB , ',.jLOGT , RHOLNT , TT AB . E"' SCT 
CO"''''ON XA, YA , THA , lolA, FA , PS f A, Xf\ , YB , THe , loi S . XC , YC . THC , WC. FC , PS I C , IU-'C , 
1 AI"UC I Sf"UC , C"'UC . T"'UC , PPC , YAV . THAV .. wAV . A"'AV , ""'UAV , S"'UA V. CI"UA V, TI"U <"IV. 
2S THIIV , yev , THBV . WBV , AfoIBV . AfoI U8V , SfoIU6 V. C"'UBv , T"'U~V , S THPV, XLI"'. yll .... , 
3AMl i M, h ll I" , PPl'I" . THll,.. , Tll,.. , Pl f 1", A"'UL I S"'L I "', C"' l Pol , Tr-'l 11-1, THPv . 
Io TA NP , TH"'''' , S I N'" , COS"' . TAN,." XATY, ACl, 8C "", TE"'P , 1010 , P , N, I . J, AREA ,PRI'IT, 
5NAPRX , r..N , ALNW , ALNP , S TOR 
6 , StNP , COSP 
OW= I . /(WX -W X) 
CAll FT LUPIOW , O"' ,I, NN , WTAO(11 . EflTA8 11») 
S~UX=SCR T FIO"") 
A"'Xz I . /S"" UX 
ceUX=SQRTFI I .-Del 
Tp.4UX =$ I"UX/C I>IUX 
II"'UX'ZATIINF I H'UX) 
R( T UR~ 
E'D 
SUAROU TINE GENPT 
SUBROU TINE GENP T COflPUTES GENERAL PO I NT BY TUREC OI "'EII4S I ON Al 
IR RO TATI ON/l l FLOW EQU ATI ONS "'liK I NG I\ S "'''NY APPROX I "'AT I ONS AS 
DESIRED 
AVRGF I THA , THC I a. 5 - (THA+TIIC I 
0 1 "'ENS IO N S TOR ( 4000) , TE"-P I ) J I, (""TAB { 10v I, WT AC( 100) , WlOGT I I C'j I. 
IR HOlN T(lOv l 
2 ,TT IIB I1 00' , C,", SQTI I OO ) 
eeu l VALENCE I Ef"T AS , OU "''''Y 11 , I WT AS, OU"''''Y2) , I WL OG T, DU p.AMY 3) , I RHO LNl , 
I DUI"MY4.) , I TlAB, OU fI""Y 5 1 , I E"'SQT , OU",,,,V6) 
CO"''''ON E"'T AB, WT AB, WL OGT, RI'IOlNT , T TAR , EI"SCl 
COl.''''ON XA , VA , THA , lolA , FA , PS I A, XA, VB , THB, 1018 , XC . YC , THC , wC . FC , PSI C , A,",C , 
1 Af"UC , S,..UC , C,", UC , TI'UC, p pc. , YAV , THAV , WAV , A",AV I A"'UAV , Sfo'UAV , C""UAV t TMU AV , 
2S THAV, YBV , THBV , "' BV , A,...av. A""UDV, SMURV , CMUBV , n'U8V , S TH fW , XLI M, YllM , 
3A"'ll M,Wl l M,PPl'''' , THll ,... . TL I ,... , Pl l ,.. , IIMUl , S"'ll '" , C"'U M, TMll M, THP'" , 
4TI\NP , THfoIM , S I NM , COS "' , TAN,.. , XATY, ACL , 8C"' , TC,",P , WU,P , N, I ,J, AREA I PR l "4T , 
5NAPRX , NN , AlNW, AlNP, S TOR 
6 . S I NP , COSP 
DO 5 1:1 , NAPRX 
HII-I) 4 , 3 , 4 
3 THAV'ZTHA 
TH BV= THB 
WIIV z WA 
WIlV.:w2 
3C CAll A"'CI"U(WAV , S,..UAV , Tf":UAV , A"'UAV ,A,.. AV , C"'UA V) 
CALL M'CMU (wav r S,.,UBV, T /'IUBV , Ap.lUBV , AME\V , C,",U[!V) 
CAll THP I THAV , TANP , COSp , A"'UIIV, THP"'. S [ NP I 
CALL THI'4I TH DV , T ANM , COSM o AMU RV . Ttt ,.."', S I NM I 
S THAV=S I NF I THAV I 
S TH BV=S I NF (TH EW I 
XATY~XA -T A NP -YA 
XC:: I X ATY+VB-XB - T AN 1,4 ) II T ANP -T AN\( I 
YC:XC - TANP-Xh TY 
ACl-S"'UAV - T~UAV - S THAV ICCSP 
eCI"=SJoIuav - T~UBV - S TH BV ICOS '" 
YAV=AVRG FI YA , YC I 
YBVsAVRC F I YB , vC 1 
I FI-YAV+YBV I 1, 2 ,1 
TEf04P= - THA - T/o!UAV+ I XC-XA I - ACL/YAV 
THC - I-WA-WAV - TE,",P +WB+WDV - I TlIB - Tt-tuev+ I XC-Xf\ I - BCM/yMV) ) I 
1 (WAV - T"'UAV +W 8v - TMU BVI 
WC =WA + WAY - I T"' UAV - TH C+ TE "' P I 
GO TO S 
48 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
THe: I -WA+W B 1/1 2 •• (WAY- TMUAV t WRV - T~UB V I ) 
WC-\oIA .WAV- 2 •• rfotUAV . THe 
GO TO 5 
Il THAV ", AV RGF I THA . THe I 
TH 8V=A IJ RGF I TH6 , THe I 
WAV=AV RG F (WA, We) 
WBV=AVRG F (we , we) 
GO TO 3J 
CONT I Nue 
CAll AMCMU (we , s ~uc r TM UC ,AI'IUC, A,", C, CI"V C) 
CALL PS II WC , PPC) 
RETURN 
END 
P-700 . I 
PART t 11 CO~PU T ES BOUNDARY LAY ER US IN G 
'04All PO I NTS PUNCHED BY PART II 
OU'ENS I ON FS (2 ), SUM I 2 ), ANS (2), x 12000) , YI200C I , W( 200e I , RRT 1200~) , 
lTHF ( 2000 I, T J ( 2000 I, SVY (2000 I, SVDEl T 1200(1 ) , OELS 120(0 ) I YV 12:)0 :" ) 
CO MM ON OPT 
COMMDN T! t RR I. TO. THB , QSU"', C,",' , EN , ERR . U r . HW , R, HT , CON 1 , (ON2 , 
I CON , T. H I Of FR, FPR , H3 , HWS , K, RHOI , Q I , Xt Y I W. RR T r THF , SVY , SVOE L T , OE LS , YY 
2 , RHOT ,Y C, Rl, Cl, OI , E I,T HI , GC , 
3 Of'l.EGA ,TW. XM ,Tl TG . JL II", OEBUG , N, l , ACASE . ALPIfA , 
"BETA t e A~ , TAU , PR, TT l e , x I , VI , EM I , WI , RR T I, THF I, T [ I , 
5 TLTI ,TTll,THE TA . DXB , DU, 
6QR , DY , PI , E~U , RE T H ,T E "'P,FT,FT PR . H l, aSDE L, 
7THDEl , TAW , AlP , CW , C2 , C3 , C4 , FT T, FTTPR , H2 , CF 2 , DS TH, 
8o T DX , YPO , OEl 
Q , oP , CP , 8 P , AP, HI 
1 WRIT E OU TPUT TAPE 6 , 25 
25 FORMAT I I H 6XSHACASE 13x4HRHO T 14X 2H YE 1 5X2HR I I SX2HC I 15x2HO 1 
11 SX2HE 1/7x3HTHJ 15 X2HGC I Sx IHR 15X3HTHO 
2 13X5HO"'EC A 14X2HTW 14X 3HERRI 8 x 2HXM 14X4HTl TG 
3 12XSH AlPHA 13X 4H BET A 13X3HG AM 14X 3HT AU I SX2HPRI 
4 7X 4HTT 1 G 14X2H TO 15X2H AP 15X2HBP 15X2HCP 15X2HDP 15x2HHT 1 
103 FORJoIAT I I H 7 E I7. 8 1 
100 FOR"AT ll H06EI7.B/6EI7. BI 
CA llF INP ( 39 , RHO T, YEt R 1 t C I , C 1, E 1, TH1, CC , R , THE . OMEGA , 
lTW, ERR . XM , Tl Te , JL I'" I oEBUG , N , L, ACASE , ALPHA t 8ETA, GA,.., 
2 TAU , PR , TT I e , T ~ , AP, BP , ep t OP , HT , APP , BPP , CPP, YST AR , 
30PT , D IFN , D I Fo) 
WR 1 TEOUTPUTT APE6 , 103 , ACAS E , RHOT , YE , R I , C 1, 0 1, E 1, TH I , CC , R , THB , Ol'lECA , 
1 TW, ERR . XM , TL T G, ALPHA , BETA , GAI'I . TAU , PR , TT l G 
2 , fL' , AP, BP, CP . OP, HT 
26 FOR"'AT( I H 8 XI HXI6X 1HY14X SH THETA13X4HCF / 2 
1000 
11 4X I HN 14X6HTH/OE L /5x7HY +OE L S T II X SHDE L S r 13X3HDEl 
2 14X4HKETH 13X4H TLTII OX9HOE L ST/oEli 
J =JLI" 
SUDROU TINE BIR O READS BINARY CAF\.CS CON TAININ G X , Y,M,W, RHO/ RHOT . 
TH ETA , T 
LIl"lrT OF 2000 CARDS 
READ I N WAll PO I NTS EX I T TO THR OA T 
MULTIPLY X AN D Y AY XI-' AND STORE THROAT TOEX IT 
CA llBIRO( XI ,Tll ) 
X(J I =X I-XI"I 
Y(J I "'Y l- X,", 
W (J) =W I 
RRT IJI =RR TI 
THF(J)::THFI 
T[(J)::TII 
SVY I J I =Y t J I 
50 SVOE LTtJI= O 
J=J- I 
I F (J) a I, 81 t 1000 
81 TLT I "' TLTG 
TTII "" T11G 
TH ETA= TH I 
WR I TE OU TP UTT AP E6 , 26 
SENSE LIGHT 1 
D080J"" 1 tJL Ip.\ 
K=J 
RHO I :ltRR TIJ) - RHOT 
u r =w IJ)-YE 
PI:ltR I- T I (J) - RHO I 
EMU"' I C I-I T I I J )--1.5) 1/ ( I TI (J) -- 0 1 I.E 1) 
EOUAT I ON B IO 
IFtPI-2000 0 .12C3 . 203 . 20 4 
20301= 1. 
GOT0 4 
2~4 Q I :ltP [ - (P 1-' P t - (T AU ) . GM" ) . SE TA) .AL PHA 
4 I FITH8ITTl I- 24 .11 20 .1 20.10 1 
11)1 FT "' YE - YE-CI - 17.-TT11 - R) 
FTPR"-CI - 17.-RJ 
GO T0 1J2 
12C't TEI-'.P-EXPFI THB/TT11) 
FT= VE- YE-Q 1-17 .. - I T ll- R+ ( 2 . - R - TH B I II TEMP-I. 1 ) 
FTPR=-OI -1 1 .-R.1 II THS - THR - 2 . - R I I (TT 11-TT 11) ) - rep-'r ) 
1/ ( [TE,",P-). ) - - 2 11 
102 Hl z -FT/F TP R 
TT11=TTI1+Hl 
t FIA8SF(H I/TT 11 )-ERR I 5 ,5. ~ 
EQUA TI ON 810 
5 I F t CPP I~ OC . 401.4 00 
4 0 1 TW ' TTII 
COT04 \,;2 
"00 TW : ( CPP -APP- (SYY I J) IYSTAR ) _. I . 8 1/11 .. +BPP - (SYY I J l/YSTAR )--1. 8 ) 
J 
c 
c 
C 
C 
EQUAT I ON 6 11 
.. 02 IFIPI-2000Q .1205. 205 . 206 
205 QW· I. 
GOT0207 
2060W=P I·CPI*IPr·C CP )+ CPl+8P'+AP 
20 7 I FITHB/ TW- 2" .II ~ .. ,1 0 4,I 05 
105 HW5:z17 •• rW)/( l •• r U I 
CO T O 1 06 
10 4 HW S- ,7 . -no It 2 . -T O I +TlI B/II EXPF (TH B/TW )-1 . ) -T v ) 
106IF ITHB/ TII JI - 24.II 0 7,1 0 7 ,I OO 
108 HI-I7 •• TIIJIIl1 2 .-TO ) 
GO TO I 09 
10 7 HI·17 .oTIIJII1I 2 . o TO I.TH 6 /1 IEXPF ITH R/TIIJII-I.loT " 
109 OSU~:z lor-Qwl/{HI-HW S I 
1 F I TH OI T w- 24 . I I 10 , 11 0 , 111 
111 HW" II 7. *r WIl1 2 •• r UI1- CW 
GOTOl12 
11 0 HW"' I (7 .*rWI/1 2 .-TO)+TH B/( CeXPF ( THB /TWI-I . I'TOI ).ow 
112 RET=(RHO t- UIIIIEPIIU *1 2 .1 
503 RETH zRE T-rHETA 
EQUAT I ON 65 
EN. 1.77 0 . .. 3 .. 29 .... a . lOGF I RETH 1-. 38-200 ./ RETH 
I FISENSEl l GH T 1 15 11 , S02 
502 I F I ABSF (EN-ENP) - 0 1 FN ) 500 . 500 , 51) 1 
5 11 SEIISELIGH TI 
50 1 RR I · . 125 
SUAROU Tt NE GAUSS INTEGRAT I ON 5 I NTERVALS ANO 32 PO I NTS PER INTERVAL 
CAll GAUSS I N .L. :.) .• l . • 2 , S . FS,SU"' . ANS . ~ 1 
DE LTA ST AR/DELTA 
DSDE l ' I. -AN S III 
TH ET A/ DE LTA 
TH DE l " 1. -C SOE l -ANS 12 I 
TAW'IPRoo.3333333 3I o ITT II-TIl J II'T II J I 
Al P· ll.+ 0 ~ EGA I/I EN+ l. ) 
CW.TW /TII J I 
C2:o: ITW-TAIoiI/TtIJI 
C3- 120 .- EN -T HOEl/RETH) --I 1.11 EN+).) 
C4= ITAW-TIIJ) lIT IIJ) 
FTT=CW-C2 - C3 -1 Tl T I --AL P )-C4- C3 - C3 -1 Tl T 1--1 2 . - AtP II-Tl T I 
FTTPR=-AlP - C2 - C3 - ( Tl T I- - I ALP-I . ) I -2 . - ALP -e 4 - C 3 - C3 -
II Tt TI--12 . - ALP-I. II-I . 
H2:o:-F TT/FTTPR 
EOU ATI ON 814 
HIT I 
TlTJ : TlTI+H2 
t F I A8SF IH2/Tl T I I-ERR 16 , 6 , 7 
EQU Af I ON 613 
CF/2 
6 CF2'"' ll./12 0 ._ EN IJ_ C3 _C3 _ llTlTI) __ III.+ 2 ._0MECA_EN ) 
Ilt fN +lol») 
DEL TA STAR/TH ETA 
OS TH'DSOE LiT HOE l 
5000E l SI JI=OS TH- THETA 
VPDzS VY (J )+OEl S I J ) 
OE l -O( lS I J I/ DSOE l 
WR rT EOU TPUTTAPE6 , 100 , x (J) , YI J I, TH ET A . CF2 , EN , TH OEl. YPD , OE l S I J I, OEl, 
I RETH . TlTI . OSOEL 
YYIJI · YI JI 
Y I J I 'YPO 
IFIJ-11504, 505 , 504 
505 OElSP=OE LS I J I 
GO T0509 
504 0XBz IXIJI-XIJ-III/COS FITHF IJ -I IJ 
OU=VEoIWIJ )-WI J-III 
OR:RHOT - tR RT (J )-R RT I J-l I I 
OY=Y I J I-YI J - l I 
o TH ET AID X 
DTOX=C F2P -THET AP - I ( (2 . t- OSTHP ) - au II (U I P- OXB) +OR I (R HO t P- OX8) 
1t-OY/IY IJ-I I - OX8 ) I 
THET A: THET AP+I OTOX I- OX8 
I F I SENSEli CHT 1 1508 , 506 
506 IFIA 65 FII OElSIJ I- OE lSPII SVYIJII- OIF D I 509 . 509 . 5v6 
5080E l S P -OElSI JI 
ENP=EN 
GOT05<13 
509 YIJt-ll =Y IJt-1 )+OEL SIJ I 
CF2p·CF2 
5 10 
ao 
100 I 
1005 
1006 
1002 
1009 
10 03 
100 " 
5 13 
5 1" 
THETAP = THETA 
os THp aO STH 
UI P·UI 
RHOIP - RHO I 
SENSElIGHT I 
CON TI NUE 
X I NT"!') 
WRITE OU TPUT TAPE 6 , 5 14 
USE S(CONO OReE R INTERPO LAT ION TO F I ND GIV EN POINTS 
OX=.10 I F Y L EsS THAN I. 
OX= . 25 I F Y GRE AT ER THAN I. AND l ESS THAN5 . 
OX= . 50 IF Y GREA TER THAN 5 . 
CA ll FTlUP IXI NT , YI NT,2,JlIM,X,YY) 
WR IT E OU TPUT TAPE 6 , S 13 , X I NT , Y I N T 
l FIY I NT-YY IJlI~)I IOC6 ,1,1 
I F IYI NT-l.)1002 , 1009 , 1009 
XINT- X I NT+.I 
GO TO 1005 
I F{Y I NT-5 .ll0Q3 , 100 4, 100 4 
XINT -X INT+.25 
GO TO 1005 
XINT"'X1NT +. 5 
GO TO 1005 
FORpoIATl l H 2F 12 . 41 
FORpoI ATl lH 6X ) HX I1 X IHY) 
50 
L 
EN D 
SUDRQUT I NEFQFX I S I FS I 
o r "'(N$ I ON F5121 . SU"' , 2 1 , ANSI2 I, x I2 GO,) I , YI2 0 t)('I ) ,WI 2 ) () : I , RR TI 2 :'O .. I, 
1 THF 12 J OO ) • 11 (20 0 0 ) • SVY 1200 0 I, SVCEl TI 2')00 I, eELS 12 ,) 0 1' ). yy ( 2 0 C .. ') 
CO,.. ... CN CPT 
COl""'ONT I, RR ,. TD I THI\ , CSUM . QW , EN ,ERR , UI, HW , R ,HT . CON 1 , CO~2 r 
I CON , T . H, e , FR I FPR , H3 , H;':S I K I RHO t, Q t , X, y, W, RRT I THr . SVY , SVCEL T I rE LS I YY 
CON1: II U1- UIII IReT!.d I 
CO',2=S " 11./EN I 
CON=CON 1- I HW - I I. -CQN21/CO"" hHT-CO'l2/CDN 1-. S - CON2 . CON2 1 
I r CRATc FOR RHO/KHQ t 
It T= T II KII RK I 
I F EXPO"';E NTIAL GREATER TH" N 24. Ofo'I T TF::t,.· 
ECUA TI Otll 09 
I FITHR/ T- 2 4.)11 3 . 11 3 ,11 4 
11 4 H=17 .e T)/12 .e rOI 
GO TO 1152 
11 3 H=17 .-T I/12 .e TOHrH[\/IIEXPFITHR/TI-I . J - TCI 
11 52IFIOPT '11 5 , I1 50 ,II S 
115 ') 0= 1 
GO TO 1151 
11 5 O=(~SU"' I. IH-HWS )+ QW 
C Ir EXPONENT IAL GREA TER THAN 2~ . C", IT TER'" 
II SI I F IT Ha - RR I / Tl lKI-2 4.111 6 , 116 , 111 
111 FR=C-II7 .- TII KlllI2 .- TO- RR II)- CON 
FPR=Q - ((-7 .- T( IK) Ilt2. - r v . RR I- RR I II 
GO TO li e 
11 6 FR"'O - ( 17. -TI (KII/12 .- TO- RR II+T He/{ I (XPF( THe - RR I/TI( KII-1.1 _ Tv ll 
I-CO~ 
FPR=Q - ({ -1. -T II K) II { 2 . - T:) - RR I - RR I I-I TlIS - THR - EXPF I THe - RR II 
IT I (K I 1 III T r. -T I I K 1 - IE XPF I THe - RR I IT I I K 1 1- I . , .. 211 
1 18 Hj= -F R/FPR 
EQUAT I ON e 12 
RRlo,;"'RRr +H 3 
I FIRRINI125 , 125 , 126 
12S RR I -RR t - . 5 
GO TO 11 
126 RR I "'RK I N 
IFI ABSF I H3/RRI'-ERR II J . I") ,11 
10 FSll,=RR I-I S .. t l . /ENII 
~ o FS I21 :::RR I-( S " 12 . /ENI ) 
HO l C=S 
HDLC2=FSlll 
44 tIOl03=FS I 2 1 
10 : FOR"' AT 11 H 7 E 17. e I 
R( TURN 
E~D 
.1 
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